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College-bound
students apply
via computer
By DEB RJECHMANN
T HE A SSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON - Katie
Bandekow, 17, got up one Saturday morning, clicked on her
home computer and began typing her application to the University of Delaware.
Thirty minutes later, she
pressed a button to fling it into
cyberspace and skipped off to
her part-time job at a bakery.
The electronic college admissions age has arrived. A rising
number of students are applying to college on the Internet.
No paper. No envelopes. No
stamps. No typewriters or meticulous margins.
Although some students are
shy about entrusting the Internet with a form that symbolizes their passage from high
school to college, it was routine for Bandekow.
"We order stuff from catalogs on the computer, so we' re
used to it," Bandekow, a student at Cape Henlopen High
School in Lewes, Del. , said
nonchalantly.
Her parents rested easier,
though, after they called and emailed the university to make
sure their daughter's application had arrived.
"I wasn't apprehensive. I
just wanted to make sure it
went through,'' her father. Lee
Bandekow, said.
With computers, high school
seniors can download applications from university sites on
the World Wide Web, or request applications on computer disks. They can send
them in e lectronically, or
make printouts and mail them.
Students also are connecting
to university, commercial and
government web sites to find
financial aid information, select a college. learn about degree programs and take virtual
tours of some campuses.
Th e number o f c ollege
search sites is multiplying on
the Web - CollegeNET, College T ow n , Fish Net , Co 1lege View, CollegeXpress, Internet College Exchange, College
Edge and XAP. to name a few .
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The traditional
application is still
going to be here until
there is universal
computer access.
We're not going to
shut anybody out.
Eric J. Fu r d a
Admissions direct.or
Columbia University

Software disks that contain
hundreds of applica tions from
individual schools, or the common application form accepted
by 164 private schools, also are
available.
Some help is free, but there
is a charge for some services.
Computer-savvy high school
seniors don't stop after taking
campus tours on line. They
are e-mailing college alumni,
reading campus newspapers
on the Net, and quizzing students and faculty to get an insider's view of schools.
"Admissions offices can no
longer control the institution's
marketing message, nor do
students have to rely on the
admission office as their primary source of information,"
said Kenneth E. Hartman, director of guidance and admission services in a regional office of the College Board.
Colleges, though, are not yet
being inundated with on-line
applications.
Only 4 percent of 500 schools
that responded to a National
Association for College Admission Counseling s urvey said
they received 10 percent or
more of their applications electronically. Sixty-three percent
said they received fewer than
10 percent; 32 percent said
they received n o applications
on line.
Many predict the trend will
escalate.
Last year, the University of
Delaware received 400, or 2.2
percent of its 14,000 applications on-line. Since Sept. 1, the

university has already received 247 e-mail applications
- 16 percent of the total, said
Jeffrey Rivell, senior admissions director.
But Eric J. Furda, admissions director at Columbia
University, said, "The traditional application is still going
to be here until there is universal computer access. We're
n ot going to shut anybody
out."
For now, some students still
want to touch and feel their
applications, said Jim Sims,
guidance director at Hinsdale
South High School in Darien,
Ill. in suburban Chicago.
"This idea of click and it's
gon e - whoa!" Sims said.
" How do you know that it
didn't end up at the University
of Vladivostok?"
Some of his students are
using a new computer software program called Apply '97.
Students enter personal information once, and the program re-enters the data in the
appropriate blanks in all the
selected applications. Students
can print and mail the applications, or send th em electronically to some schools.
Steven Erlich, whose company developed Apply '97, likens electronic college applications to the advent of automa tic t eller m achines at
banks. "Everybod y at first
said, 'No, I'm going to go to see
a teller,"' he said.
Akash Dave, a student at
Hinsdale, wh o typed his application to DePaul University
but used Apply '97 to do his
applicat ions to two other
schools, admits that the software program makes the task
easier.
But he's not ready to send
his applications on-line.
" College is the biggest decision I've ever made," Dave
said. " It still feels so much better if I print it up and mail it
in."
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U qf L bites the bullet to find and correct pay inequity
At U of L, the pay difference for classiG~LESS of where people
stand in the long march for fied employees is about 22 cents per hour,
women's equality, nearly every- but elsewhere it's much worse. Nation. 1 oqe agrees on the importance wide, women are paid .70 cents for every
of equal• pay for equal work. After all, pay dollar their white male counterparts get.
discrimination has been illegal for 30 The pay disparity is even ~ater for Afriyears. . .
.
can-American and Hispamc women.
To correct the imbalance, U of L presiWhy, then, do the honchos at the University of Louisville deserve credit for . dent John Shumaker is:
their recent pledge to do right by women? · ■ Setting up a computer program to
Because equal-pay-for-equal-work re- identify .eveiy woman who is paid less
mains mostly a fiction in our society. Even than a man m her grade.
■ Spending $600,000 to equalize the pay
at enlightened places like U of L, most female workers are paid less than their male of women - and men - who are paid
less than their counterparts.
counterparts.

R

■ Hiring an expert on comparable
worth to examine U of L's job classification system for gender bias.
While U of L's initiatives are way late,
they exemplify the pro-active effort that a
great many other employers need to
faunch. Culprits include Kentucky state
government, which was ordered by the
1996 General Assembly to make a study of
pay inequity in state government but
which, alas, was not required to-correct it.
As U of L's effort shows, diverse strategies are needed to tackle pay disparities,
because they are caused by diverse prob-·
!ems, notes Professor Mary Hawkesworth:

She chairs the Commission on the Status When two copies of the same resume are
of Women at U of L.
given different names - John Smith and
One cause is plain old discrimination: It Joan Smith - both men and women tend
may account for as much as 20 percent of to consider John's credentials more imthe difference between the salaries of men pressive, studies show. Likewise, when
·and women. For example, a recent study viewerS watch men and women perform
by the economics department at the Uni- the same tasks in an identical manner,
versity of Kentucky found that a 40-year- most consider the men's performance betold Kentucky woman with a doctorate ter. This "makes it very difficult for womtypically earns less than a man her age en to have their talents and contributions
who doesn't even have a college degree. fairly assessed," Hawkesworth notes.
That seems a rather clear case of discrimiU of L should be commended for taking
nation.
the problem of pay inequity seriously and
Yet another problem is the dearly uni- making astute plans to correct it.
versal tendency to undervalue women.
Its example should be heeded.
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,can two-ye~ colleges boost economy?
IBy FRED R. BLEAKLEY
-.. write I
Ith 71r ,n 1·1
, ..v
r ow
o ,,s StnJat Journal, A

fuZi'i~:ef~r ~im~~:~efof1~~~~e1h\~ y~~~ble
"Other t t
b • •
·,
s a es are egmnmg to wake up to
related edltorlal appears on page D 2,
North. Carolina model," says George
REENSl!ORO, N. C. - In the war , -- ~'. ~resident of_MDC ~orp., a lab~~ !~i!Jk
among the states over ·economic . tank m Chapel Hill. Lomsiana, Mississippi
development, many states offer tax an~ Kentucky,_ he adds, want to start gearing
.
breaks to lure companies in or dis- • the,~ commumty colleges more toward ecostilide·them from leaving. But here in North . nom1c developme'!t
.
Carolina, the secret - and often more sueStates are real!'mg th~t. community coli:essful -weapon is job training at communi-' leges can help raise the hvmg standards of
ty coJ!elleS- .
· .
millions of Americans. Two-year schools can
In Gmlford County; halfway between Char- encourage young and old workers alike to
r !o!I~ and Raleigh, Guilford Technical Com- I pursue education beyond high school without
tnunity College turns out a steady supply of requiring the time and expense of a four-year
,_gtllduates in more than 50.fields while racing college degree.
•
\·to update its curriculum and equipment as
What makes such schools important is the
;busin~ needs change. .
transfonnation of many dead-end repetitive
, : •GTCC largely explains why the thriving factory and office jobs into work th'at require».
!county's per-capita income has quintupled in e_mployers and their shrinking work forces to
'20 years to more than $22,000, why cutbacks keep improving and expanding their skills
... in its textile, furniture and tobacco work
education be ond hi h h -1
.·
forces have gone S(! smoothly and why the. dent Clinton has pro;sed a 1 5s0c0_~~ ~ Pr~s,unemployment rate 1s only 3.5 percent. Non- credit for students at two-yea; scho O ar ax
agricultural employees in the county riow to- I N rib c
r h
s.
ta! 253,000, up from 140,000 in the early . effe~vely
b':."ca~.::~fd emp\w•r si
'1970s,
, 1
d . .
.
was e rs
: "You look across the county now and ~!!e~u~on':'' 11 )S. only one of • _few, to off~r
1
you'll .see telecommunications, auto-parts, . ic .
-trammg of workers m th • spe~ifelectronics, plastics, metalworking, customer- , Coskills a company need~. _To attract Komca
, service and financial jobs that weren't here in , rp. <?fJapan, GTCC officials went lo To~o
the· 1970s," says Don Jud, an economist at the a few years ago 10 learn the '!'•nufactunng
University of North Carolina at Greensboro: ~kills th• 1 the filmmaker requ1red and that
"GTCC has been the key to that."
ey should teach.
• Other Guilford County colleges, such as : To .students, 9rcc offers the prospect of a
No~h Carolina. Agricultural and Technical U!'i- 1. good Job ~t a_ tu1t1on cost of less than $1,0_0~ _a
vers1ty, feed skilled workers to local compames year for ftlll-time students. That is why GTCC's
as well. And '1)any "comprehensive" communi- . three campuses are packed with I0,000 sillty colleges Ii!<e G:rcc are spread _around the dents each day. A walk around the main camcou~try. Cal1forn1a, South Carohna, Texas, , pus .- a sylvan JOO ac_re~ in Jamestown, just
f!onda and other states support l~rge commu: outside Greensboro _ IS bke a tour through a
m!f-~llege systems dev~ted \o tram,~g and re- commercial website. One path leads past a new
~ 1111i,I! ~Q!:!_<er• for skilled !obs while bro~~:' Applied Technology Center;which houses 800
emng their outlook through liberal arts.
I computers. Another goes by a Transportation
But few s1at•~ hav~ b_een as successful_ as ~omple:<, where a Volvo AB truck-making unit
North Carolma m bmldmg a manufactun~g \I 1s fundmg a new diesel-repair program and
work force. The T"!'heel State ~ays that m Gen_eral Motors Corp. and Ford Motor Co. are
,each of the past eight y~ars, it has been relymg on GTCC to train technicians in com9:lllOng !he top three states_ m 0new-pl~t loca- puter diagnosis of engine problems. Along the
1ti0":5, T1red of North Ca~lma ~ attractmg one ' wa;1 are Dental Science and Busim ss Careers
busmess after another (mclud1~g some fr?m bmldm(ls and signs pointing to Fuinilure Hall,
· Maryland), Maryland Gov. Pams Glendenmg Packagmg Center and Machinery Hall.
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un~~lty~!le [~e ;tu•mdepnutss,looks like a big-timeh
":!thohug~ "the hours are killing
•
ages range muc
me, s e 1s eager to "earn my own
more widely. More than half of GTCC's JO 000
keep like m
d
students are at least 25, and about a sixth of with 'my hands ~'tm:•r::•
If ~ork
them already have bachelor's or master's deCorning hires her after sh: graduaf:
grees. .
next June, as seems likely, she will
H~rrymg acro~s. the campus one recent
earn more than $20,000 a year to start
day is Duchess L1vmgston,. a 25-ye~r-old sinand get an opportunity to advance.
gle mother of, th~ee. S~e is l~arnmg to beOne graduate w~o h~s _already moved
come a doctor s a1~e, a Job paymg m_ore than
up the ladder_ JS WIiham Gio~ano,
$20,000 a year, while working part-time as a
who enrolled m GTCC after dnfting
grocery clerk. Her goal: to move out of a
through a series of what he calls "povhou~mg project.. .
·
erty level" re!"il jobs and got an assoLike Ms. L1vmgston, . three-fourths of ~iate degree m electronic engineering
1~ _19 81. He _now_earns $70,00_0 a year
(!TCC's _students _are working full- or partllme while attendmg school. They make the
fIXmg ~•chmes ma factory owned by
the L.0 I?llard Inc.
effort, Prof. Jud _say~, "because they see peopie actually gettmg Jobs."
tubsidiary of
h A s:;,dy of about 600 recent graduates 4
corp.
s °we }hat IO percent of them had a starting his wife1,vesd ~
sa1ary O more than $35,000 a year, 20 peroun d::} h 0
cent began at $25,900 to $30,000, and only 13 In ag con g ter~
p~r~•~.t here e_arnmg l~ss /han $10,~00. Jobs
racy ranchte~~e
wit_ ig starling salanes mcluded mdustrial near Greensboro
mamtenance (28 of 40 grads started out at
F
B
·
mfo r e !hand $30,000} and dental hygienists (20 Pha:::;acap:~~~r
o_ 34. gra s be!(•!! above $30,000). As the by- a Dul hd
giemsts' pay md1cates, the ripple effeci of pharma~e~~~s
ne,y. manuf~cturing jobs has produced a comp an
thnvmg sernce economy as well.
GTCC's ~ffer 10
,:\11°t~er study, . by North Carolina State find and train
Umvers,ty, shows that hourly wages of 2 600 workers was a
of the state's community-college gradu~tes big factor in rerose an inflation-adjusted 9 percent to ·11 per- cenlly moving a plant to the area fro
cent m the four years after leaving school. .Newark, N. J. First, GTCC screene~
Even those not getting a two-year degree each candidate in a simulated facto
were ahead of where they would have been for 15 hours. "I sat back watched e'fwith only_ a high-school diploma.
eryon,~ play ball and th~n picked mv
So, while ~roken dreams are the legacy of team, says Don Hebner, vice pres(much JOb·trammg, GTCC's students see its dent and general manager.
fonnula _ a mix of technical skills
Then, for three months before the
and liberal arts - as a wa to et plant o~ened, GTCC trained 225
ahead.
·
y
g
wo~kers m process control, machine
Debra Grubbs, 20, is going to m~mtena~ce, packaging and other
GTCC full-time during the day and skills. With the plant now up and
holding down a nearly full-time job run,Jnf for three months, Hebn~r
as an apprentice technician at Dow ~?u n I be happier. When Banners
Corning Corp., which starts each t ire~tors from the Netherlands w~re
night at 11 p.m. Instead of attending a
~ufhng_l h~ plant last month, he not11 1~ 1? percent more .~r~du~four-year college where "I would ~ve
have. been one of those students Mexic;~;ct"~~•~•~•nner facdit1es m
Jumpmg fro'11 one curriculum to anEquall
•
rt•·
.
other " she is mastering manu[ I
C
. y impo ant to Gmlford
ing skills such as the use of co:::'p~~ounty IS t~e way existing businesses
,
.
- can retram workers mostly at
ers to control machmes that fill vats GTCC's expense in ev~ryth· fr
of chemicals.
,
mg om

J~

g•~:

,ii

t~

~upervisory skills to blueprint readmg and computer basics.
At Convatec, a manufacturing unit
of_Bri_stol-Myers Squibb Co., GTCC is
brmgmg workers up to speed in remedial skills. Billie Overly, a 57-yearold warehouse worker with a readini;
problem, "faked it a whole lot" unlll
~er recent course, taken on company
time. No ·1onger does she shy away
from new projects, a habit that had
held her tiack. "Now I feel like I
should be right up there with the rest
of them," she says.
Despite its efforts, GTCC realized
a fe:V years ago that it might not be
turnm\l out enough graduates with
the skills needed by many local employers. So it commissioned a study
Companies told the college that ii
wasn't teaching the courses they
needed and that the basic math and
English skills of too many of its
graduates were weak. AMP Inc., an
electronic-parts maker, saw that employe~s sent there for retraining as
machmery-repair technicians still
couldn't be promoled to higher-level
jobs; the college's equipment was
outdated. Robert Mackey president
of machine-tool maker Burckhard!
America Inc., needed better-trained·'
recruits to reduce downtime on expensive machinery.
To attack such problems, GTCC
President Don Cameron and Schools
Superintendent Jerry Weast fonned a
turf-free alliance to better prepare
students. Slowly, companies in one
industry after another backed the effort. First it was the metalworkin~ in<lustry, sponsoring an ambitious
high-school/higher-education apprenticeship and curriculum. Then, last
April, a Greensboro Chamber of
Commerce group committed · more
t~an ~3 mi.Ilion fo~ the transportation, financial, furniture, textile and
chemical industries to embark on
similar programs.
"In th~ past, our faculty designed
the cumculum, and labs and business rarely came to the table," Cameron says. "Then, when companies
said that wasn't good enough we got
defensive." Now, he adds,' "we're.
partners."
More than 100 students are enrolled in the fledgling programs, and
within a few years about 1,000 highschool and GTCC apprentices will be

/\;jc,i/<'..c - ~

11\10 '/E/i!l-C£)t.!.-E.6£~
•

C,--x...f: n .,.,-,(
in training. To
encolllliBe interest, busmess·executives visit

grade schools
and ·run plant
tours.
Cameron welcomed the business

atte~tion,

partly because
companies funded a lot of new
equipment. . Despite the successes at community
North colle~~~:
Caro.
like most states, is too strapped by
prison costs and other social needs to
keep community colleges up to date.
The $549 million that North Carolina's
58 community colleges receive annually still leaves·them about $160 million
short of their needs, officials of the
North Carolina Community College
System say.
While the community-college/business alliance seems to be working
well to help fill the skilled-labor gap
in Guilford County, it is unclear
.whether. similar linkups will work
broadly throughout the nation. Labor
Secretruy Robert Reich, long a fan of
community colleges, says he is encourased because of eVIdence "business IS rapidly getting involved in
shaping particular courses and community-colle§e curriculums all over
. the countty.
.
But as business makes its wishes
known to community colleges, it is
likely to face opposition. Some people ask: How much public funding
for community collei1es should go towartl subsidizing skills tailored for a
specific company? And many educators argue that the prime mission of a
college, even a two-year college,
should be to broaden students' minds
through liberal arts rather than lead
them into blue-collar work.
Those arguments may well fade
away. But one challenge that may continue to impede community colle~es is
the American dream of receiVIng a
four-year degree. That dream is diverting many bright students from the
practical-skills training they can get at
schools such as GTCC.
Even though there aren't enough
high-paying jobs for unskilled college
graduates, says Jamie Vollmer, a consultant in Fairfield, Iowa, telling parents that a community college is the
best option is often viewed as "tanta-

mount to saying their children have a
genetic virus."
.
o 1996, The Wall Streef J041rnal
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at about UK's quality?

Accountability and quality seem to be
rtant concepts for Rollin J. Watson,
except when it comes to the University of
Kentucky and the community colleges under its control.
In an Oct. 30 commentary, Watson,
president of Somerset Community College,
offers four "proposals" for higher education, admonishing the Governor's Task
Force on Post-Secondary Education to encourage the upgrading of admissions requirements and academic rigor at the
state's regional universities and to hold
those universities accountable for good
teaching. However, Watson never suggests
the same for UK or its community colleges
so that, it would seem, these schools are:
above or somehow otherwise removed
from the need to upgrade their academics
and to be held accountable for laudable instruction. In the recently expressed views
of certain "captains of erudition," as well
as in the view of this graduate of a regional university, Watson, then, is voting mere-·
ly to maintain the status quo.
·
Yet Watson seems confused about the
status quo of the very group he represents.
He purports that the "community colleges
have truly been protected from local politics" and, in the next paragraph, that the
"political and economic powers of the community colleges are vastly underestimated." They are protected from politics, but
possess much political power? Perhaps
they should begin using this power - or
still better, the power of belief in scholarship that university administrators still
hold dear - in addressing the quality of
their own institutions.
Ka.LY MENSER
0wENTON

~
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Signal from beyond
MSU students, professors USE?
radio-telescope to study space
Nancy Snyder
News-Outlook Staff Writer

day, but the ultimate goal is to have it
run 24 hours a day by itself.
Thefrontreceiverreceives the signals from space at 1,420 megahertz
and they are converted to 160 megahertz. The signal is then carried to the
back end receiver and further converted from 160 megahertz to 21.4,
where it is fed into the computer,
showing the power peaks associated
with stars and galaxies.
There are two computers which
are used in conjunction with the radio
telescope. The National Science
Foundation computer is used for data
collection, runs the scope, receives
the data, and positions the telescope.
The observatory also operates a workstation computer provided by NASA
I which is used to analyze the data and
to produce colorful images from the
i collected data.
"It takes many sweeps to get a

Tuesday, ·october 15, is an auspicious day that Dr. Ben Malphrus will
always remember.
On that day, Malphrus, an associate professor of science at Morehead
State University, received radio sig,
nals from space, on a radio telescope
that was designed and constructed by
students and faculty at the university.
'Thismeansthetelescopeworks,''
says Malphrus. 'The signals we received are naturally occurring emissions from objec~ in space. The signals will help us understand the large
scale structure and evolution of the
universe.
"Radiosignalscancomefromanywhere in the galaxy, including stars,
black holes and from other galaxies
beyond the Milley Way. This particular radio signal came from the sun,
and is considered a fairly significant good picture," says Brian Lewis, a
signal. Thesciencedepartmenthopes NASAscholarshiprecipientinvolved
the radio telescope will be fully func- with the project The technicians who
tional by January 1997,'' reports work at the laboratory are work-study
students majoring in math, physics,
Malphrus.
The radio telescope project has industrial education, and electronics.
been in the works for four years start- There is one other NASA scholarship
ing with the design phase, all the way recipient and a consultant from
through the fabrication stage. It has I Donatech.
many prototype parts, and that is ' The radio telescope is funded by
Morehead State University and the
where some of the difficulties lie.
Construction of the radio telescope National Science Foundation, and
Kruth i\1icrowave Electronics in
has involved many different departHanover, Maryland, donated money
ments from MSU.
for one-half of the front end receiver.
"All the circuitry was designed
Malphrus along with Dr. Andrew
and installed by the students from the
Martin, assistant professor of mathdepartment of Industrial Education
ematics, are among those researchers
and Technology. The manufacturing
whose work extends far beyond the
students were involved, as well as
realm of our planet The National
students in electronics, physics and
Aeronautics and Space Administrapre-engineering; it was a class project
tion (NASA) appointed the two as
to wire the office to suppon the elec1994 NASA/University JOint
trical needs of the telescope and comVEnture in Research (JOVE) Assoputernetwork," Malphrus explained.
ciates. The three year appointment
"We are very proud of it," says
provided not only funds and release
Malphrus. "It is the only radio teletime for enhanced research opportuscope in KentuckY and there are fewer
nities for Malphrus and Martin, but
than a hundred in the world."
also provided scholarships and stiThe astro-physics lab has someoends for student researchers.
one observing all the time durin2 the
1
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Perpetuating bad teaching
While higher education reform is vital,
from the standpoint of funding and gov- :
erning structure, we should pay more at-\
tention to the quality of education delivered.
Efforts had been made to promote
teaching as a creditable profession recent-·
ly. Providing tenure to reward the educators with security is a noble notion. However, it falls short in differentiating the
ones who can teach and the ones who seek
tenure as a refuge.
Imagine: If a professor of higher education cannot effectively train the teachers
of tomorrow, the domino effect will result
in four or more years of ineffective teachers as well as 8 to 12 years of unprepared·
students.
It is likely the majority of educators at
the higher education institutions are not
properly prepared to work in an ever- .
changing environment. They fail to under-·
stand the needs of current students. They
fail to show leadership in their discipline.
They also fail to understand how to be an
effective communicator.
The role of higher education is not just
to challenge the minds, it also has the civil
responsibility of providing what its students need.
The current need is not more or better
funding, but more skilled, well-qualified
educators.
FRED LIN
RICHMOND
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Groups will study
KSU complaints
Board, state panel respond to Patton request
BY ANGIE MUIIS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - A resolution
to simmering questions about campus conditions at Kentucky State
University won't come nght away.
But KSU board members and
representatives of a Council on
Higher Education committee yesterday said they did want to work
together to answer Go\'. P~ul Pa!ton's request that someone mvestigate the issues.
Patton acted after students at
the Oct. 25 KSU board · meeting
made allegations of maintenance
problems in the donnitories, harassment by campus police and violence on campus .
. KSU administrators prepared
and distributed a 52-page report
refuting the students' complaints.
"We would like to resolve these
concerns and move on to more
salient issues of higher education,"
said KSU board Chainnan Anthony Remson.
But the two groups jointly decided that before taking action, the
KSU board should meet to discuss
the university's response to the allegations and how it could. improve its processes to prevent similar problems in the future.
KSU board member George
Helton said he and other board
members hadn't had a chance to
offer input on the administration's
report.
"I'm not going to sanction anything going forward as a work of
this board when the board hasn't•
reviewed it," he said.
The KSU board will meet Dec.
30, Remson said. It "ill then meet
jointly with the council's committee sometime in Ja11uary_·---Charles Whitehead. the committee's chairman, told the group
he wanted to avoid an adversarial
approach.
"Our role is to do whatever we
can to strengthen Kentuck\· State
University," he said.
don't
have any hidden agendas here."
After the students complained
in October, Patton ,note t0 the
council Nov.
1, asking it
to investi- "I'm very much
concerned
gate.
Its
members
about KSU. 1
delegated
do believe
the matter to there are some
the Commitproblems."
tee on Equal
WE~111l.L
THOMAS
Opportunity,
CHE
committee
a group that
n~ember
traditionally

·We

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030
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the council
on desegregation matters.
That committee was chosen because its current desegregation
plan also calls for finding ways to
enhance Kentucky State, which is
a historically black college.
But some committee members
questioned whether they should be
involved.
Beverly Watts, a Committee on
Equal Opportunity member_ fro".1
Louisville noted that the Umvers1ty of Kentucky had grappled with
racial tensions on campus last
year, and that the University of
Louisville's hiring of minority contractors had been recently questioned.
But in those cases, the comO}ittee didn't step. in, she said.
"I guess I have a concern t]Jat
we're involved in a matter. ·we
should not be involved with,"·she
said.
·

Others , cited the committee"s
1995 visit to the campus, which
found tension between black -an<l
white faculty and "a general
awareness of the problems· .and
concerns faced by the institm·k!n
without successful implementa,tion
of plans, programs or activities.. to
overcome those problems and cQ'icerns."
, :··,
"I'm very much concemecl'
about KSU," said committee nien,'.
ber Wendell Thomas, who is, "'a
KSU graduate. "I do believe there
are some problems."
A group of five students_ 31~
tended the meeting but did •1o&i'.
speak.
t;~;:
Senior Cory Brown said heii'id
not seen the administration's
sponse to the students' complaii:,ts..
He said he and other students
plan to form a group to look into
campus issues, but that. won'fhappen until next semester because
students ai:e now preparing for:final exams.
·
•
Brown, the editor of the ;;t~:
dent newspaper, said he thought
some students were concerned
about retaliation for their comments.
"We don't want to get caught
up in any machinations," he said.
"Our concern for the universitv. is
sincere and heart-felt."
·

re-
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Murray State starts _program in Beijing
MURRAY, Ky. - The president of Murray State University and a
Chinese official have signed an a!ll'eement formally creating the Murray State University Beijing Institute.
MSU President Kem Alexander and Chen Xian Liang, executive
d_eputy director for the Beijing Municipality Civil Service Center,
signed ~e a~mel!t Wednesday. Murray State ini~ally will offer
classes. m basic English and help students apply for V1Sas to study in
the Uruted States.
According _to Yushin Yoo, the Murray State faculty member who
helped coordinate the program, MSU eventually will offer instruction
at the institute in economics, finance and culture.
About 25 Chinese students will enroll in the institute next March
Yoo said.
·
· '
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WKU ordered to remove fire-alarm covers
BO\VL!NG _GREEN, Ky. - The state bas ordered Western Kentuckv U~e!'51ty to remove about 400 glass covers from fire alarms in
its cfornutones.
The state_ ~?ntends the covers obstruct access to the alarms.
. WK\] facilities m!lllagement Director Mark Struss said the university _will comply Wlil! the state fire marshal's order as soon as it
receives the formal ci~on, expected within a few several days.
The boxes were put m place more than 2 ~ ago because· of the
n~ber of false alarms, Struss said. Throu the years, some of the
!)nguial glass was replaced with new glass at Struss said apparently
IS harder to break.
A few weeks ago a small fire broke out in Gilbert Hall and students
couldn't break the glass to pull the alarm, Struss said.
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Science·
sparks ·: ~:
vision-of
East Ky.
Center would serve
students, teachers
.

.

BY AU.EN G. BREED
ASSOCIATED PRESS

PRESTONSBURG - California
has its "Silicon Valley." John Rosenberg sees no reason why Kentucky
can't have its "Silicon Hollow."
While Eastern Kentucky's
mo'!ntain~ have been good for producmg high-paying mining jobs,
they've also served to isolate and
impoverish the region's people.
But no mountain is high enough
to keep out information. And
Rosenberg sees mathematics; science and modem technology-as·the
region's tickets to self-sufficiency.
"In a sense, ifs really the future .
of the region," said Rosenberg, director of the Appalachian Research
an~ Defen~e Fund of Kentucky,
which provides free legal services
to the poor.
Rosenberg has a dream of an
East Kentucky Center for Science
Mathematics and _ _ _
'
Technology. He
sees it as a place
• where. students
can get turned on
to
learning.
teachers
can
share techniques
and ideas, and ci,ic leaders can visualize the future of their communities.
The center's board of directors
has secured $75,000 from the General Assembly to get the project off
the ground. But a true measure of
the.excitement the idea has generated 1s the fact that 11 counties went
together to apply for another
$75,000 grant to hire the project's
first paid employee.
The grant from PRISM - the
Partnership for Reform Initiatives
!11 Science and Mathematics, which
1s funded by the :-rational Science
Foundation - is one of the last
throu~h that state program. So the
counties are·essemially putting all
their eggs in the· &.ience center basket.
"It's the first time the different
sections of the region came together
before," said Carol Stumbo, director
of ~estate Education Department's
Region 8 Service Center in. Prestonsburg, which oon:rs the 11 counties. "It was exciting. It's just the realization that we L\lU!d help. one another."
Stumbo gave m,,st of the credit
to Rosenberg.
"He's kind oi ,\lntagious in his
enthusiasm," she ~1id.

Rosenberg, who majored in
· chemistry .in college, said students
, too often can't see the relevance of
· science and math in their lives. But
· in the computer age, information
transfer is one· area in which Ap. palachia can compete with any other region - given the proper foundation, he said.
The center, according to the
project's mission statement, "is
founded on one simple conviction:
Learning is the liberating force for
advancing human endeavors .... Understanding and· applying science,
mathematics and technology are
. k,ys to the future well-being of Appalachian communities,"
The project hasn't drawn just
school .districts together. The center's board of directors boasts representatives from the region's state
and private colleges, the coal industry, and state and local government.
Organizers envision a center
chock full of computers. high-tech
equipment and reference materials.
It would be a place where teachers
could hone their skills and students
could display their science projects.
Board member Gerald DeMoss
dean of the Science and Technology
Department at Morehead State University. said the continuing educat10n aspect for teachers is the most
promising.
"I think we have some welltrained people." he said. "I think

what we have is we have a hard
time keeping them here."
There is also talk of a science
museum to rival those in Louisville
and Lexington, but Stumbo said
there are no definite plans yet.
Board member John Justice
owner of Big Sandy Coal Sales
Prestonsburg, has tried to promote
his own industry ·through education. As president of the Coal Education Development and Resource
project, he has provided area
schools with learning materials that
teach about the benefits of coal.
But he recognizes the need to
move beyond.
"The coal industry has brought
us to where we are today in Eastern Kentucky," he said. "If we can
begin now to teach an appreciation
and get people to learn about math
and technology, we will be able to
hopefully ... educate our local people to meet the needs of tomorrow."
There is no time line for completing the project. But people seem
to feel a sense of urgency.
"It's a scary time with \\'elfare
reform," said Julia B. Mitchell. assistant dean of community development at Hazard Communitv College. "But I think there are ·just a
number of good, good initiatives."
"We've got talent here. and it's
just not being tapped in this area:.
Justice said. "We"re going to ha~e
to do it on our own. One da\' coal
will be gone."
·

ii;

The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky,

·coed escapes
from attack
MOREHEAD -A
Morehead State
University student was
able to escape her
attacker in an attempted
rape on campus early
Wednesday night.
The 18-year-old
freshman was treated at
St. Claire Medical Center
for beating injuries. MSU
p1;1blic safety manager
Richard Green did not
know the extent of her
injuries this morning.
The Daily Independent
does not identify alleged
sex crime victims.
The incident occurred
just before 6 p.m. near
the Eagle Lake area, at
the edge of a cluster of
residence halls.
The woman had been
sitting on the steps
leading to the lake when
the man attacked her,
Green said. She tried to
flee, but he caught her at
the edge of a wooded area
"and he beat her - they
had a fairly good scuffle."
The victim again
managed to break away
and sought help at Carter
Hall, a nearby residence
hall. Her attacker fled.
The suspect was
described as a white
male about 24 years old,
wearing a gray ·
sweatshirt. dark blue
jeans and a black

Thursday. December 5, 1996

toboggan. He is about 5
feet, 10 inches tall and
weig~s 160-170 pounds.
Umversity police will
be i~suing a campus-wide
advisory today.

The Sunday Independent. Ashland. Kentucky,
December 8, 1996

Smalf explosion
hits lab at MSU
MOREHEAD - A small
explosion in a chemistry
laboratory caused minor
damage to a fume hood
Saturday afternoon at
Morehead State University.
A quart-sized bottle
containing a mixture of
chemicals blew up in the
unoccupied laboratory less
than an hour after a student
had been working with the
material, said Gary Messer
MSU's director of risk
'
management.
No one was injured in the
explosion which left a
yinegar-like odor lingering
m the building, according to
a statement about the
incident from the
uhiversity.
Judy Yancy, a university
spokesperson, said she
thought the bottle, which
was a waste container was
filled with acetic acid ~d
acetone, but was not sure of
the exact contents.

• The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

Wednesday, December 4, 1996

Search to fill
f\CC's top ·post
js under way.
'·:

.
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9-meniber committee
p.ameq to head process
By GEORGE WOLFFORD
Ql'THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

. ASHLAND - A ninemember search committee has
lieen named to look for a new
ptesident for Ashland Com!llUnity College, with July 1
the target date to 'have a new
leader on board.
,· Dr. Ben Carr Jr .. chancellor
~f the University of Kentucky
community college system, revealed the makeup of the committee on Tuesday.
: The group is chaired by
Faye Brewer, sociology professpr and chair of the social scie.li.ces division at the school.
, Brewer said members of the
committee have yet to convene
to talk formally about the qualities they will seek in a new
president "but I'm sure we'll
look for someone with experience at a community college,
someone who is communityoriented and represents the
best interests of the students,
staff, faculty and community
at large."
-·oilier faculty representatives are Janie Kitchen. nursing professor and chair of the
biological sciences division;
George Livingston, mathematics professor and chair of the
physical sciences division;
Barbara Nicholls. English/
reading professor and chair of
the humanities dhision; and
Matt Onion, a librarian.
Brenda McGlone. who has
served as administrative assistant to all three former ACC
presidents, is representing the
college's staff.
Peggy Sue Moore. student
government president, is ACC
student representati,·e on the
committee.
P. Bruce Leslie, :; Greenup
attorney who chairs the ACC
Advisory Board, and Wendell
Banks, a member of that
board, round out the search
group.
Advertisements for the job
ran in Kentucky newspapers
and in national community ·
college publications in October
and until mid-November. The
search committee will establish criteria for evaluating responses to those advertisements, then narrow the field to
IO to 12 applicants.

Once committee members
have done telephone .interviews with that group, they
will do in-person interviews
with four to six.
·
After the interviews, the
committee will recommend
three finalists to Carr, who
will do his ·own interview and
recommend one of the three to

UK President Charles Wethington and UK's board of trustees.
The new president will replace Dr. Charles Dassance
who headed ACC from August
1992 until his resignation last
month to become president of
Central Florida Community
College in Ocala. .
ACC's interim head is Roger
Noe, dean of academic affairs
at Southeast Community .College in Cumberland. Noe, a
former state representative
will return to Southeast whe~
a new president takes over
here. He was selected by Carr
?Jlder conditions that prohibited any interim president
from seeking the full-time position.
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NKU draws on new energy

T

he old way isn't the only way
of doing things at Northern
Kentucky University these

days.
The retirement of former president Leon Boothe, who served for
13 years, and Gov. Paul Patton's
push for higher education reform
appear to have opened doors that
no one had looked behind for a
long time.
At the university's encouragement, community and business
leaders are offering advice on how
the university should operate
through a program called NKU
Partnerships.
Administrators are seriously
evaluating the school's use of time
faculty spend outside the classroom. There's even real talk about
starting a football program to attract new students and generate
alumni enthusiasm.
Now comes a recommendation
from NKU's Deans Council to open
up the university's budget-making
process - creating a stronger link
between the school's academic
goals and where the school spends
its money.
We're excited by this energizing
chapter in Northem's 28-year history. It's a time when new ideas are
no longer discounted just because
they're, well, new.
The opening of the budget
process is a good example of a
fresh idea that is so logical you
wonder why no one ever tried it before.
(Last) week, the NKU Deans
Council released a "white paper"
asking for a new approach that ties

budget allocations to the school's
mission and academic priorities.
Since the primary goal of a university is academics, this approach
seems natural.
To understand the problems
created by the current system, look
at the university's library.
It may face accreditation problems because it does not have the
hundreds of thousands of books required for a college of its size. Librarian Marian Winner said she
has asked to buy more books and
periodicals but her budget requests
were unmet for the past four years.
Last summer, Patton urged
members of his task force working
to reform Kentucky's higher education system to approach their role
as if they were starting with a
blank page and to critically evaluate the state's higher education system from top to bottom.
NKU officials seem to have taken that philosophy to heart.
Not everyone agrees about what
the strengths and weaknesses are
at NKU or how best to shape the
university for the future.
But the open dialogue is causing people to rethink how the university should operate. We believe
that process will lead to an improved quality of education at NKU
- and could provide a model for
the rest of the state.

-The Kentucky Post
(Covington)

These excerpted editorials from
other Kentucky newspapers do not
necessaiily reflect the viewpoin I of
the Herald-Leader.

pwfjfik~~-~;atr~tion standards
Educators give mixed opinions
FRANKFORT (AP) - The
>epartment of Education is
,roposing higher standards for
high school diploma. More
redits would be required in
cience, arts and social stud~s. and some courses would be
pecified, such as algebra I and
eometry.
A committee of the Ken~cky Board of Education gave
:1e proposal preliminary aproval Tuesday. The full board
; to take it up today, and pubc hearings would be required
efore any change became ef-

~ctive. ·
The proposal resulted from
~veral studies of high schools.
he latest was by a task force
,at also said students should
e required to pass a test to
et a diploma and that tran-·
;ripts should be expanded to
,elude information useful to
:nployers, colleges or vocaonal schools.
If approved, the new graduaon requirements would apply
, freshmen in public high
:hools next school year.
Education Commissioner
ill Cody said earlier this year
,at the current graduation re.1irements were "profoundly
it of sync" with the goals of
·hool reform. The new retirements better reflect what
expected of students and
hat they are tested on, educam officials say.
Jeffrey Manda, the state
hool board member whose
,mmittee discussed the proisal Tuesday, said he had not
,lied the board but thought
e proposal was well-received.
"We have got to rais~ the
1ndards," said Manda. an atrney from Covington. "Emoyers are saying a high
hool degree doesn't mean
1ything."
Opinion is divided, however.

Dan Hampton, principal of
Murray High School, said he
was wary of any proposal to
prescribe specific classes. "I've
got kids that can't pass chemistry," Hampton said.
But Greg Smith, principal of
North Laurel High . School in
London, said his school raised
standards and has seen it pay
off in higher college board
scores.
"If we didn't require it, (students) wouldn.'t do it," Smith
said.
Some districts already may
meet the proposed requirements. Jefferson County, for
example, requires three science credits. It also requires
algebra and geometry to be
two of a student's three math
credits ..The additional socialscience credit and the new arts
credit, however, exceed the
county's requirements.
Ten states and the District of
Columbia require three or
more science credits for high
school graduation, a recent
survey by the Education Commission of the States found.
Twenty-eight states require
three or more social-studies
credits and 17 require three or
more math credits.
One concern of local superintendents and school boards
is the plan to impose the new
requirements on the class of
2001, which will begin high
school next fall. The new requirements may not be approved until spring.
The schedule could be "very,
very difficult for a lot of districts," said Brad Hughes, a
spokesman for the Kentucky
School Boards Association.
The proposal would face several hearings after initial approval, then return to the
board for a final vote.

Requirements at a glance
The state school board is
considering whether to adopt
more .rigorous @'llduation
requirements for Kentucky high
school students, effective for
@'llduates in 2001. These are
· minimum requirements. Some
school districts already meet the
proposed standards.
LANGUAGE ARTS. Current:
4 credits. Proposed: 4 credits,
which must include English I, II,
Ill and one elective.
SOCIAL STUDIES. Current:
2 credits. Proposed: 3 credits,
including U.S. history;
economics with government;
and wo~d geo@'llphy with wo~d
civilization.
MATHEMATICS. Current: 3
credits. Proposed: 3 credits,
including algebra I and geometry
or their equivalent and one
elective.

SCIENCE. Current: 2 credits
Proposed: 3 credits, including
introduction to chemistry and
physics; biology; and chemistry
or physics.
HEALTH. Current ½ credit.
Proposed: ½ credit.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
Current ½ credit Proposed: 1/
credit (rigorous physical
activities may be substituted).
VISUAL AND
PERFORMING ARTS. Current:
none. Proposed: 1 credit,
including history and
appreciation of visual and
performing arts.
CORE CREDITS. Current:
12. Proposed: 15.
·ELECTIVES. Current 8.
Proposed: 7.
TOTAL CREDITS. Current
20. Proposed: 22.
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Satellite 1V
gives U of L
global pre!e~!_.
·

·

Professor's
long-distance
_
• IlOtt'ce
Classes Wlil
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
"From Louisville, vi~ Hallie, Ky.,
to the world."
If Denzil Edge had a coat of
arms, that slogan would fit it.
Edge, the University of Louisville's
special-education chainnan. is using advanced technology to expand
classrooms to the states borders
and beyond.
Edge has been "by far the most
aggressive'.' U of L fa~ me~ber
at using distance-learning options,
said Mike Clark, the KET official in
charge of helping lllll\'el'Sities use
the statewide educational television system. "He literally is push•
ing the envelope, I think. at eve,:y
possible level."
Almost five years ago Edge and
U of L's Ekstrom Library teamed
up to win university funding for a
distance-learning proposal. That
venture was a marriage in more
ways than one: Spearheading the
library's side was Edge's wife,
Sharon Edge, head of document
access and delivety.
Since then, the university has
-televised special-education classes
via satellite to more than 900 students in points as distant as Las
Vegas and Fall River. Mass. Video
and telephone hookup; have enabled students to interact live with
U.S. Secretary of Education Dick
Riley and special-education experts in Australia, Scotland and
Germany.
So far Edge's is the only U of L
program to ask KET for regular
satellite time to broadcast classes,
. but Edge said the distance-learning
effort reflects collaboration among
players throughout the university.
Last month the special-education
offerings won U of L a national
second-place award from the U.S.
Distance Learning Association.
First place In the unn-ersity divi·
sion went to the University of
Notre Dame for delwering graduate business education ,ia telecon•
ferencing to students in Chicago
and Toledo, Ohio.
This year, using· a blend of satel•
lite, telephone and Internet tech•
nology. Edge has carried the distance-learning approac:n a step farther by turning an un<ler•ell!olled
on-campus degree program mto a
virtual-classroom hit.
For· years, Edge said, U of L's
training program for teachers of
the visually impaired - the only
program of its kind in Kentucky plodded along with an enrollment
of four to six studen:s. Would-be
students from the ru reaches of
the state wanted clas;es closer to
them, but the demand was too
small to warrant that.
Enter Edge and his rechnological
tool box.
This year he tume:! the program
into U of L's first d ~ program
offered exclusively ::: a distance-

27 full-time students, lncluc!h!g one
each in Indiana, West Vilglnia 1111d
Alabama.
_
Representatives of eight states will
meet on campus this week to discuss
the degree program's merits. Edge
plans to offer it in illl 48 contiguaus
states next fall. · : .
One of, the students is Jewel El•
dridge. She teaches sixth-pders at
Cowan Elementary School m Letcher
County, but takes telecast lJ' of L
classes at Campbells Branch Elementary School because It's closer to her
home in Hallie.
A neighbor who teaches visuillly
impaired children 111"ged her for two
years to consider the field, and El•
dridge was persuaded. "It's a wideopen field," she said.
When Eldridge learned that classes
were about to become available via
KET's satellite system - which deliv•
ers Instruction to l,750 J!Ublic schools,
community colleges, libraries, state
parks and other state facilities - she
took the plunge.
Last summer she spent five weeks
at U of L, cramming m folll" courses.
'Ibis , semester she's taking two
classes via distance learning, and
she'll finish her degree requirements
with three televised courses next
spring.·
At 5:30 p.m. each Monday and
Tuesday, a U of L faculty member appears on the TV .screen in the classroom Eldridge uses at Campbells
Branch School. She uses a portable
phone and a toll-free number to pose
questions during class; she corresponds with her professors on her
home computer at other times.

.

·Iicige say_s that ·eaucatlmiof the vis-

ually impaired ts a llltUill fint dls-

tance-leamlng dtll'e1Hor UofL Cooperation among U cif-L and two local
facilities -- . the . AmttiCIII ·Printing
House for the Blind 1111d the Kentucky
School for.the Blind:~ show_d make
for !'the best teacher-Jim,aratiDn program in visual -impiiliinent :in the

world," he said. . · · -- ' >-, · ·
Jim Cheskl,- U of L vice president
for technology, said the Kent School
of Social Work will soon offer a IIIISter's degree via· the Kentucky Telelinking Network, which Jets students
and faculty at multiple locations see

each other 1111d converse.

He said the buslness,school deans
at Kentucky's state universities have
altteed to start offering each other's
efective courses over the lnteradlw
system, which last month earned KEr

a second-place award from the U.S.

Distance Leaming Assoc:ialion.
Like Edge'.s ~ . the University of Kentucl!Y's-agric:ultural sciences

division and the Eastem Kentucky
Universit)'. College of ·Nursing have
been aVId users of KETs satellite
broadcasting system. But "it has tak·
en a while -for this (distance-learning
concept) to really begin to catch on
broadly at the universities," he said.
U of L President John Shumaker
has adopted distance learning as a
priority for his school. And it has
caught on with other state education
officials and with Gov. Paul Patton.
The state Council on Higher Education will look for ways to set up a recommended "commonwealth university" that relies on distance learning,
said council Executive Director Gary
Cox.
Patton looks at technology as a way
to "increase efficiency and effectiveness" in higher education, said Roy
Peterson, state secretary for education, arts and humanities. He said Pat•
ton would be "ecstatic" over U of L's
success with its degree program in
educating the visually impaired.
Edge, meanwhile, is thinking In
ever more global terms. He noted that
the U of L admissions office bas cut
applicant information down to a single page that can be submitted on-

line.

"They can · enroll from China, If
they have a computer," he said.
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By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal
FRANKFORT,' Ky. - Gov. Paul
Patton did his best to steer the conversation in another direction, but
the topic of who should run Kentucky's community colleges and technical schools wouldn't go away.
At a meeting of Patton's Task
Force on Postsecondary Education
yesterday, former Gov. Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt warned that the issue could invite "a confrontation in
the legislature of epic proportions,
and we will dissipate our energies."
Breathitt; chairman of the Universil)' of Kentucky's board of trustees,
srud that a 1995 public-opinion survey demonstrated that most Kentuckians favored keeping the 14 twoyear schools under UK.
"We need to concentrate on improving our technology. improving
our Commonwealth Fund for Excellence and other things we do," he
said.
Even so, the issue continued to reassert itself.
Murray State University Regent
Philip Lanier, who - along with
Murray President Kern Alexander has become the latest advocate for
aligning the communitv colleges with
state technical schools, suggested
yesterday the creation of an independent agency to oversee both community colleges and technical
schools. The Workforce Development
Cabinet now oversees the technical
schools.
Lanier, a Louisville lawyer, said he
was speaking only for himself. But he
told task-force members a new board
would bring needed coordination to
programs for high school graduates
who don't plan to seek college degrees.
"This would put th~ir education at
the same level of significance and focus as we have for the (universities)
and elementary and secondary education (under the state Board of Education)," Lanier said later yesterday.
Breathitt chided critics of the UK
system, who often note that no other
state has its major university operating a statewide system of two-year
colleges. He said the system was created under UK primarily because it is
the state's main land-grant university, with statewide educational responsibilities.
Patrick Lake, president of Henderson· Community College. said presidents of the community colleges
want to remain under UK. And some
community college faculty members
testified that faculty opinion on the
issue is divided, but essentially favors
keeping the UK tie and improving the
·system.
Several times during the threehour meeting, Patton sropped discussion of .the issue, saying the task
force's focus should be on "more education available for more people in a
more efficient way."

·

.

"Let's focus on the main go al' and
then at some point down the line we
can talk about whe ther or not a
chan11e in governance will actually
contribute to that higher goal," he
said.
Patton plans to call a special session of the General Assembly next
year to consider tas k•force recommendations. The meeting of the task·
force yesterday was the last one
merely to compile information.
Ron Baugh, representin~ the technical schools, urged a realignment of
coordination of those schools and improved coordination between them
and the community colleges.
He and others also suggested that
schools in the Kentucky Tech system
should be able to offer technical degrees.
Ron Schilffarth, an official with GE
Aircraft Engines in Cincinnati, said
that business and industry officials
"want, need and like" technical
school gr~duates . .He told the task

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030

force that business leaders have coneluded that the schools need $80 mil-

ri;t~~ ~~~~!;d~g

programs
Berea College President Larry
Shinn said the focus on the vocational
benefits of hijlher education is misplaced. He srud the importance of a
sound liberal-arts education is much

: :.~~ f~?:Ilfe1Jm~~f~~=t

SIU-

· But Shinn also had money on his ·
mind. Private colleges must be taken
into account when determining Kentucky's higher-education · resources,
he said. And he said it would be more
cost-effective for taxpayers to finance
a student's education, not merely pay
for public institutions.
.
.
Development of a ''virtual umvers1ty" got a pitch from two university
presidents - Kentucky State's Mary
Smith and Western Kentucky's Jom
M d"11h Th " ·
I • · " al
ere
· e V1rtua uruversity, ·
ready supported by a commission of
university presidents, would use com.puters and satellite technology to offer courses across the state to students who can't go to the main campuses.
Loys Mather, a UK faculty trustee,
cautioned, however, that starting and
maintaining such a program could be
expensive. And he suggested that
state funding for Kentucky's universities be increased.
Mather also suggested that limits
be considered for the use of part-time
faculty and use of public money to
subsidize intercollegiate athletics at
regional universities.
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Patton hears ideas
on running colleges
'

Groups eager to teach
about needs they see
·BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - Money and a "virtual university" were hot topics, and the
question of who should run community
colleges was the issue that wouldn't go
away.
Gov. Paul Patton had asked advisory
1,~·oups from around the state to give his
task force studying higher education
their opinions, a11d yesterday; his group
got an earful on topics ranging from

transferring courses to teaching teamwork.
With yesterday's meeting being the
last of what Patton described as informational meetings, the governor acknowledged that the real work of his
task force lies ahead. It starts talking
next month about what changes, if any,
to make.
"Things are going to get more exciting next month," Patton said.
One hi'nt of what might be coming
up was the issue of who governs colleges, which kept surfacing in speakers'
comments. Most times. it n·\·oiv~o
around how the community colleges and

the Keniucky Tech vocational system
ought to be run.
But former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"
Breathitt argued that the quesiion was
- or ought to· be - a moot point. Instead, he said, Patton and legislators
ought to focus on improving technology
and academic programs.
· "If we get into this governance issue,
I think we will have a confrontation in
the legislature of epic proportions," said
Breathitt, who is chairman of the University of Kentucky board. "We will dissipate our energies fighting over an issue that was settled - I think correctly
- many, many years ago."
Patton said that yesterday wasn't
the proper time for the discussion on the
issue. But he didn't rule out a future debate.
"This effort is about more education
available to more people in a more efficient way at a higher quality," Patton
said. "Now; governance could obviously
be a part of that, but only as it would relate to achieving the primary goal:"
During the presentations, a consultant told the task force that focus groups
across the state found that business
leaders think public college graduates
are often unable to appl;- theory to practice. solve problems independently or
communicate effectively.
Ah-.n.-

•-...

}1.Those:\with
stake in education share views
.
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' ' . \h~ ".CommoTJ•
Cominumty-college
.
.
Advocated
.: ,st~~.tmg.
presi}\:;\f,;.f!«:!"e aj"eJ~!Jle.excerpts of whaqQ , w~lth Open"(Jmy~1ty,~ which would derits: Emphasized need·to make col-·.
+iailvtSory grbi'ips have had to say about , dehver courses electromcally, such as lege accessible-to students, especially .
'i~•Kentucky post,secondary l!Clucation/ei- ·, through interactive television or on the working adults. Called.for combining .1
~c:ih.er in po~iiio)i.'.'jjapers,odn testimony·. Internet. Also pushed for linking col- all .adult-education programs and
'.ir,before Gov: 1rijul'Patton's task force:
.Jege'libraries electronically, strearnlin-. putting them under the community- ..
·ppive'f~itY,-'l!W~!!~l!i: Exi:iresse~ . :Jri~ th~ prpcess to approve _new acade- c~llege system...Said the state needs to,;
li,;~[!Cem _ov;er-Tow, rates of reten11on and ll!•c programs and c_onduc(1'!g ~n. efft- fmd f'!O~ey to improve technol?gy ~t
:\Wgi:aduat1on;1urg.ed co.lieges )o improve 1,ctency survey of their admm1strauons. · commumty colleges· and fundmg m
\:i~dvising aha'offoi' more int.emship opUniversity board members: ,._ general for the system. ·
·.
! ll)ortuni(ief · -~s!(ed' 'iii.i!)iVersities tb_ ·, Said; colleges should improve student . ~entu~ky Tech: 4dyqca\ed . al-·.
/1j~~~lme,thttr-P1sfer process.
. • ·:•st,rv1ces and CO(!perate more. They. J~wmg Kentucky Tech to offer a·t~ch- ,,
l<fr•_o_, <;om11t_'l-ll!fY,,col1eg_e. studeg~s." ,· sugge~t \:?mmumty colleges offer aH, meal. degree for some program~ and .;
i,.il-!rned the_ s'f~te. to keel! ~ommumty. remedial courses, a!ld say the ~tate . creatmg a board to approve all techni1
V.:il~;,*e Umvers1ty of Ken- : sh(!uld fcx;:tls on quah!Y of academic of- cal programs of two 'years· and Jess.
, ,,;~cky system;•a~ked.fQr,a better trans-, fenngs. • :· .
•
.
·
:· .
·.
systemlrrom community colleges 'to \• , Community-college faculty: ,''
Private colleges: Said that _al\. ,
J>::,Ul<;'argued!tn~t technology should )le. •Criticizeil'tlie'"centralized, bureaucrat- segments of post-seconda_ry edu~110n
•i&.iipPr(!vet,I.
;,j1,,i'_. , ,. .;.;,.
· .· . '·,ic'' adminjstration of their system and -~eeded _t(! be .representetl m pubhc 1?91·
p;f ·.pn!ver,IQ"dfac!:!l~t ~ecomi_nel!4· ,; ;UK,, hesented a survey, resp~nded !o . l:Y d:c1s10ns,. suimested the state ii1ve .
lf.~ addmgla1faculty·representat1v1fto ''by_ 23 percent of faculty, which said : students more aid to let them decided.
{:~~~ Coun!i,,.'.pn, Higher. E~uC>Jtfon; , that·111ost did·n~t favor- merging \h~ ·whereto attend.
:i\urit¢ the \a~Wforce•to·prov1de fuqd- ·:.•Kentuck:,:- ifecli system a11d commumProprietary (for;profit) col: 1\/ij!gfo(~ighjh'Y~ti_cation at'\he level of ,_ii,!f ·~olleg~~- ·b!J! thaphey \\;'OU Id C<?n• leges; Urged cooperation' l>etween:dif- .
fi/i:.the mechar/ of.~11111lar-smtes.
·, ·· · , -,sider separatmg from UK 1f salaries ferent education sysiems; said transfer ·
, )j{: • pnivetiliW,:,'. · ·. . : ,, ·p·r~sid~'¼~~: ,·~l)d '<>ther·concjifairis im11roved.
process needed to be impri>v,ed. . · · ·,
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tWTIH WORK TO BE REQUIRED, EDUCATION IS A MUST

GED FACTS

!Qhanges in welfare push women, into GED classes
,,

., . •,

•

•

•

r{.lThe clock lS ticking By GARDINER HARRIS
f. . , ·,,
,.
d The Courier-Journal
'fpr these peop e, an
1' h.,
'
•. · · th' t
HAZARD, Ky. - Alarmed by wel;t ey are seeing a
fare reform's new limits, Jessica
d
McGuire decided she should get serimaybe·• they· h'a·d better ous
about o_btaining her. general
.: ' · · d
u· ,, ' equivalency diploma. She signed up
get an e UCa on,
for a class in October and has been ,
· · '·d· h d · ' · t
.~
puzzling out fractions ever since.
·Sal t e irec or OJ
"l heard welfare might not be
. B' ·z1 c
ty' Council around for too long for me, so I came ,
' e . OUn S ... ,
here to get_ my GED," s~d McGuire,
P'n· Literari.1.
!~~·!'~ gomg to_ need _a JOb, l!Dd yo~ .
z·

P-,

~J'

can t ge~ a good Job without a GED.
McGwre may be part of a wave of
young welfare mothers in Kentucky
who, fearing new limits on their we!fare checks, have decided to get more
·

education. State officials said the)'
have yet to confirm the trend, but directors of literacy programs ~cross
the state report sharp increases ID the
number of people pursuing equivalendiplomas
cy"We ma have to start putting peole on wai~g lists " said Patty Burn~ide director of Beil County's Council
1 on Literacy "Our volunteers are just
•
ked t O d th "
gell::'~sr.i"e' said ei:'r~11ment in her
ty' lit
d GED classes has
fi~;ei50
up from 83 at this
time last year to' 125 now. Enrollmeats are also up at adult education
classes at a nearby technical college
and in Middlesboro's adult classes
she said
'
·

;'::le:::'

The clock is ticking for these peopie, and they are seemg that m_ayb~
they ~ad b~tter get an education,
_llurn~ide said.
She and (!the~ directors report that,
the sharp nse m enrollment started
shortly after the state sent letters to
welfare recipients in October telling
them that; under new rules, they must
land a job within two years and can't
receive benefits for more than five
years over their lifetimes.
A federal law passed in August dramatically changed the nation's welfare programs. No longer~ we!f~
benefits guaranteed to rec1p1_ents s1mply based on need. Recipients ar:e
now expected to work for therr
checks and only a few will be allowed 'to spend their lives receiving
welfare.
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.Georgetown College wants town to stay dry
BY HOLLY E. STEPP
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

· GEORGETOWN - Georgetown
College has come out in support of
keeping Georgetown dry.
. ·
'. · In a statement released .last
· week, college President William
Crouch said that because ofa total
abstinence policy on its campus,
"the college is opposed to the sale of
alcoholic beverages in the city of
Georgetown.•
I : But ·it remains 4~clear :whether
' the college will ta~e·any further ac·tidn regarding a scheduled Jan. 14
vote on whether to·· allow alcohol
sales in the city. The last such wetdry vote. was 'held in 1946.
. Jhe college isn't saying. Leigh
Anne. Hiatt, a college spokeswoman,

who earlier said the institution
would keep a "low profile'.' on the issue, declined to say what role, if
any, the college would play in the
debate.
The dry forces, who heard the
statement read by Steve Cook,
Crouch's assistant, during a meeting
last week of Citizens to Keep
Georgetown Dry, were pleased,
Still, the statement "is all that
we're expecting at this point," said
Greg Earwood, pastor of Faith Bap:
tist Church and leader of the dry
forces.
·
·
On the other side, John Cornett,
a lawyer who has helped organize
the wet forces, ·said he had mixed
feelings about the college's statement.

a

"The college doesn't vote; President Crouch can only speak for himself," he said.
"Each individual over there will
have to decide for themselves and
cast their own votes."
Hiatt said the college sent a representative to the dry forces' meeting "to get information" as well as
to share the statement.
The statement says that the college, since its founding, has followed a policy of total abstinence
from alcohol .wit!iin the ·college community and that the majority of its.
resident students are younger than
the legal drinking age.
Hiatt said the statement was
drafted only after the wet-dry vote
was officially scheduled. The col-·

lege's Boa~d of Trustees offered• input on the statement, she said.
Earwood said yesterday that his
organization would continue to meet
to determine strategies. He said the
group was committed to newspaper
advertising and pamphlets.
Cornett, meanwhile, said he was
disappointed with the polarized nature of the debate, saying he will
work to get as many Georgetown
residents to vote as possible.
"Certainly, 1 want people to
know there is two sides of the story,
but my goal from the beginning
was to get as many as possible out
to vote on the issue," he said.
"I don't know whether Georgetown wants this; nobody knows, it's
been 50 years."

In Jefferson County, young mothers
hav~ been l(OUring into &eginning
G~D classe_s m the last tw? months,
said Jeanme Heatherly, director of
adult and continuing education for
the county school system.
"We're seeing a definite increase,"
she said.
That mcrease is particularly surprising, she said, since enrollment in
GED programs normally declines
around the holidays. Even daily attendance has improved, she said.
"The ot~er trend we've seen is that
w~•re getting more teen parents," she
said.
·
.
That trend. has been particular!y
prono1:1nced m Perry County, said
Madelme Flannery-Kincer, who runs
a teen-parent program in Hazard. She
said her enrollment has tripled in the
last three months. More surprising,
the young mothers enrolled in the
program no longer skip classes as
tJiey O?Ce did.
"That they are aware of welfare reform and its time limits is a good
thing," she said.
McGuire is one of FlanneryKincer's students. Llke the avera~e
GED student; McGuire dropped out m
10th grade. Her family had moved to
Franklin, Ohio, and she simply didn't
like the school there, she said. Soon
after dropping out, she got pregnant.
"It just happened," she said.
She quickly split up with the father
of her son. And although he promised
to help support her, she has received
nothing from him, she said. She married another man on March 8, but
they split up on April 20 after he beat
her repeaiedly, she said.
She has gotten welfare benefits
since June 1995, and she moved back
to Perry County in September. When
her welfare caseworker told her of
the coming changes in welfare,
McGuire signed up for the GED class

■ 10,959 Kentuckians earned
their GED in 1995, up 3.9
percent from 1994, when
10,545 passed the GED test.
■ The average age of those
earning a GED was 26.
■ One-third of adult
Kentuckians have not
completed high school.

"!ld has b~n ~orking hard ever
smce. Math IS particularly challenging
for her.
1
: 1 ~ant a ~etter life for me and my
ch!ld, McGwre said. "And to do that
I need to get an education for what h~
needs and what I need so that I don't
have to depend on a man."
Under new state rules mothers like
McGuire will be able t~ attend GED
classes full time for six months. After
that, they'll also have to work 20 hours
a week. Flora Sizemore, coordinator
of.the Lesli~ <::aunty Learning Center,
said those limits have spurred recipients to take charge of their lives.
In the past, most of the participants
in the Le~lie County GED program
were reqwred to attend the program
by their welfare caseworkers and at!~mdance was poor, Sizemo're said.
But we now have people coming in
voluntarily," and attendance has im•
proved, she said.
·
"I think it's because they know that
~~If~ is changing and they want to
get a step ahead of everyone who will
&e out there hunting for jobs."
·
Janet Hoover, spokeswoman for
Kentucky's Workforce Development
Cabinet, said statewide GED enrollment figures for November aren't
available yet. County-by-county figures from July through October indicate no notlceuble trends, she sold
"Right now we're walling to see whai
the . numbers show," Hoover said.
"This may all be wishful thinking."
But Les Tarter, the JOBS instructor
at the Pulaski County· Adult Education Center, said the trend is real.
"Some of the students were
shocked at first" when the welfare
changes were announced, he said.
"But now they're realizing that these
programs won't last forever."
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KETwillrun
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station
in Louisville
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Network to buy
assets of ailing
Channel15
By TOM DORSEY
The Courier-Journal

A new era of public television in
Kentucky began . yesterday when
Kentucky Educational Television and
WKPC-15 reached -a preliminary·
agreement for the statewide network
to take over the Louisville station.
The deal ·calls for Channel 15 to
transfer its license to KET and for
KET to purchase the station's assets.
Also yesterday, the fifteen Telecommunications board, which operates WKPC, accepted the resignation
of general manager John-Robert
Curtin.
Long-time Louisville broadcaster
Ed Shadburne was appointed interim
president of WKPC to oversee the
transition. Shadburne, 71, was general manager of WI.KY from 1963-70
and held the same position at WHAS
from 1970-75.
The takeover by KET will occur in
three stages.
.
KET management will begin operating Channel 15 today, directing its
$4.6 million annual budget in addition to KET's $23.3 million budget.
No other changes in staffing are expected at this time.
Next, the proposed agreement
must be approved by the Federal
Communications Commission. That
is expected to take about six months.
Finally, the Kentucky General Assembly must approve the agreement
during its 1998 session.
.
Viewers won't notice any changes
in-programming until the FCC acts.

•

•

•

.

A1 that point, ·KEl"'s schedule, including all national PBS programming, -..culd switch to Channel 15.

Cltarm!! 68, which has served as
KEl"'s oatlet in Louisville, would
then beein broadcasting college and
GED aimses and informational programming
--- :r- The ll!lzover was driven by worsening fi=cial conditions at Channel
15. Acco:tling to Channel 15 board
chairmm: Steve Wood, the station has
a debt a: H million, which will be offset alma;:: entirely by assets..
Anotbe:' issue driving the takeover
was do;,:,,:ated PBS programming;
each sm:i:<1 had to buy programs separately i::m PBS. Ending those duplicate pur::aases will save $250,000 an:
nually.
Quesn:cs also had been raised
about tie salary of Curtin, who came
to Channel. 15 in 1983. He was paid
$125,00l· umually, while the national
average i:r." CEOs of public television
stations is $96,861. Virginia Fox,
KET's cro and- a· staie employee,
earns Ss;.860. Curtin could not be

reached !::-r comment.

Yeste:.;,.,•s agreement came after
two ye= of talks. KET and Channel
15 cam!' ::o the conclusion that the
best !him: for both stations would be
for KET-.o take over the LQuisville
station.
"Tb,,· are a much larger and
strange:- :;rganization with more talent an= ::nallcial resources." Wood
said.
...
"Asi= the community to contribute $.; ·ryijnn a year for the little
amour,: of unique programming
Chann.: l5 could produce was too
. great a=" said WKPC board member Join: Yarmuth. "There was really
no ahe::nmive."

Wood, like KET's Fox, sees the
agreement as a positive move for Louisville and Southern Indiana. He
pointed out that Channel 68's proposed educational programming
would provide critical_ skill courses
needed by the community.
.
"We will maintain the station's local programming_and ~ to be doing mqch more m Lowsville to gwe
the community added exposure
around the state," Fox said:
Channel 15 was originally licensed
in 1958 as a Jefferson County Board
of Education station designed to televise classroom courses.
It nearly went under in the early
1980s, until it was rescued by a metropolitan-based board that took over the
license.
Channel 15 catne a long way under
Curtin's leadership, said Yarmuth,
adding that "he dug it out of a very
deep (financial) hole and gave it some
good years."
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■ DANVILLE
Centre College president awarded grant:
Centre College President Michael F. Adams is one of
•five liberal arts college heads who will receive a
$150,000 discretionary grant from the John S. and
James L. Knight Foundation. The unsolicited grants
-seek to reward and encourage·creative leadership at the
nation's private liberal arts colleges. The Knight Foundation commended Adams for his "efforts to strengthen
academic life and his influential role at the national
level in promoting essential reform in intercollegiate
athletics." Established in 1950, the John S. and James L.
Knight Foundation makes national grants in jownalism, education and the field of arts and culture. It also
supports organizations in 'l:7 communities where the
communications company founded by the Knight
brothers publishes newspapers but is wholly separate
from and independent of those newspapers.
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Things-·going·'--to' get::;;~)~
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FRANKFORT - Gov.
Paul Patton didn't want to
hear, . about. it and former
Gov. 'Ned Breathitt· warned
of the consequences of even
~~g 3:!>01,Jt:'it::;·.,¥;;.
That d1d" notj{:keep !;he
of who should run
h;gher educatioil' in Kenmcky from croppin'g up repeatedly during a meeting
l>londay of Pattoh's Task
Force on Postsecondary Ed=tion.
~If we get into the governance issue, I think we will
nave a confrontation in the
l:gislature of epic proportions," warned Breathitt,
who is chairman of the
buaTcl.-of'tiii1fees.at'the Uni,a:sitY.
Kentufky. ''We
.. ' . .,....·.:of
;,,,,,~ ,~,..... , . ' '
.
will d1ss1pate . our energies
fi;;hting over art issue that
-......s settled years ago."
While Brel\thitt' was sperncally referrfug•:to govermnce of the UK community
euileges, the issue is one of
nm recurring themes on
erery discussion of higher
education - money and
1i111J's in charge.
Patton said he wants the
focus of the debate to be on
'c:iproving the quality of
bizber education and allowi:!:,g more people access to it.
~Governance could. obvioi:sly be a part of that," Pattcil said.
The meeting .of the task
ftm:e was the last one to merei:, compile information.
"Things are ·going to get more
"1-iting next month," Patton

issue

0

~

said.
Most of the information
M:nday came with a spin.
Berea College President
L::.. t y Shinn said the focus on
62 vocational benefits of highe:- education is misplaced. He
~d the importance of a sound
'ill:eral arts education is much
m'.lre important for prePl\l"ing
,smdents for a lifetime of!earn-

.:z.::t"q:.~iW-~~~~-~,- -· -"-~~

But Shinn ,aJso_.had.- money,
on his mind. Private colleges
must be taken into account
when determining the higher
. education resources ot"'K"entucky. And be said it would be
more cost-effective for taxpayers to fmance a student's education, not merely pay for
public institutions.
Tom Davisson of Sullivan
College said proprietary
schools shar.? that view.
"Everyone. and we stress everyone, mus: be brought to the

table on equal 'terms," Davisson said: •
•·
if ~~e~n!n~~t

n::~

w:::;:i~i

~~~:~~i~~itef~~:;/!o~~: I

==~i:~~~~~'.t~-d

by ~he same
"Elitism an(f turf ProtectiOn
musf be put ·aside,,,. Davisson
said.
.
University. and community
college faculty and administrators also presented their recommendations, which were
largely put together during
meetings earlier this year.
Western Kentucky University
President Tom Meredith again
pitched the idea of. a commonwealth university that
could offer courses. by telev1s10n and conferences from
many institutions: ·'·
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Austin Peay drops
fo_~tbal! ~~holiirshlps
Decision leaves
7 teams in OVC
From AP and Special Dispatches
Austin Pea,· cdicials decided yesterday to drop faotball as a scholarship sport afte: ::1 straight years without a winning 5":!SOn.
.
The Govemo:- football program will
become a noll-!OOlarship Division IAA program ii: 1998, joining fellow
Ohio Vallev Conference member
Morehead Siat<. which dropped football scholarshins i:i 1995 and no longer competes iri me league in football.
"We simplv =ot afford to ratchet up the prop:= to a higher level
that would male a truiy competitive
team with our :::rrent competition,"
said Austin Per. President Sal Rinella.
·

=

School officials said they will ask
Ohio Valley Conference officials during their January winter meetings for
a waiver that would allow the school
to remain an .OVC member in other
sports.
Scholarships for current players
will be honored until they run out officials said.
'
While football will be played in the
future, school officials aren't sure if
other conference schools will continue playing the Governors in football.
"We don't want to drop football "
Rinella said. "With this alignment of
our program, our team will find itself
in a more equal situation - one in
which it can succeed."
The IO-member league will be
down to only seven football-playing
schools that offer scholarships. Middle Tennessee State's football program will move up to Division I-A in
1998.

LEXINGTON H~DER, LEXINGTON, KY. ■ THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1996

Changes at Peay
Austin Pez, will be going the
way of Morenead State - 16 a nonscholarship w:d:iall program.
After 12 cn=utive years of losing seasons. no Governors plan to
stay in Divis10: I-AA but not offer
grants. The =:ol will seek
approval fror:: :::,e OVC to remain a
member in oire:- sports.
That's the :ncess Morehead followed when i: ::egan reducing
scholarship;. '.:":,e OVC allowed the

school to leave the league in football after the 1~5 ~eason, and the
Ea~les went_ 6-4 m Its first ':3111·
pa1;\"1 as a~ mdependent this f,al!.
This will be helpful to us,
Morehead President Ronald
Eaglin said. "We had a couple of
tough years, but it's working well
now." He ~xP_ects the schools to
renew therr nvalry soon.
Current Peay coach Roy Gregory
has ~n reassigned as director of
marketmg and promotions in the athletic department. Assistant coaches
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Too· many students glide
into college ill-prepared
J, MOLONEY
ationwide it is hard to find better
evidence of the general dysfunction
of public education than the
swelling numbers of college students in
need of remediation.
In Maryland. for example, it was recently revealed that 46 percent of 1994
high school graduates who entered our
public colleges and universities needed remediation.
Think that's bad? Try Florida's 60 percent.
For these purposes, the usual definition
of remedial is "not functioning at an
eighth-grade level." Thus it is entirely fair
for the average citizen to ask: "How did
these kids ever get out of high school, let
alone mm college?" Or from a taxpayer's
perspective: "How long do we have to keep
paying for a job that never seems to get
done?" These questions illuminate the key
issues of standards and accountability that
are at the heart of the battle to reform
American education. They also illustrate
the _tragic conflict between the principles of
eqmty and excellence that has haunted our
BY WILLIAM

N

schools for over a generation .
. · In California:a combination of exploding population. tmancial stress and taxpayer unrest has led the state to consider
eliminating all college-level remedial programs. Gov. Pete Wilson has asked: "If
students _can't do college-level work, why
are they m college?"
In Maryland similar questions are be·
ing asked, but because the political and fi.
nancial _Pressu_res are not yet as great, the
debate 1s movmg in different directions.
Here the folks in higher education
seem content to continue their remedial
programs. but they'd rather have someone
else pay for them. Some have suggested
that public school districts should pay,
smce they're the ones who failed to educate the kids in the first place. This argument 1s more than a little disingenuous

and sounds rather like high schools blaming all their problems on the failure of elementary schools.
Naturally California-type solutions are
somewhat distasteiul to higher educators
because a lot of their colleagues would be
thrown out of work. It is clear that colleges
have no problem with students who stay
longer (and spend more). Todav most state
university graduates take five or more
years to complete what used to be called a
"four-year degree." As for admission standards. consider that only 400 of America's
3,600 colleges and universities reject anybody. Embarrassingly, drumming up suffi.
cient _Paying customers has become top
pnonty for all but the oversubscribed .elite.
The truth is both K-12 and higher education share blame for the pervasive de-.
clme of standards and accountability. Similarly to reverse this decline, finger pointing
and uuck passing must end, and real collaborative reform must begin.
.

In Maryland some hopeful beginnings
to that cooperative effort are being made.
A reformist State Board of Education is.,
driving toward truly rigorous high sch9,ol
assessments, which will require students
to demonstrate fundamental knowledge-·:
and ability before being allowed to graduate. No more diplomas for "time served· .
and good behavior." Simultaneously th@,
state Higher Education Commission is-recognizing that it must. stop disguising a virtual open admissions policy as a triumph
of "access" and start requiring admissions
committees to actually-insist on some·ca,
pacity to do college-level work.
· ,•
Finally, there is realization that high
school exit exams and college entrance criteria are the two complementary sides of
the coin of standards. Continuing the system of free passes does no one any favor:

it only debases that coinage. Similarly
there is recognition that unless K-12 and
higher education folks both put their
shoulders to the wheel in this admittedly
Herculean task, then the rescue of American education will fail.
Today high school students know that
anybody can get a diploma and anybody
with money can get into college. No wonder our sermons on the virtues of hard
work and perseverance fall on deaf ears.
However, as Albert Shanker says, "Don't
blame kids for seeing the world as it is.
Blame adults for letting it happen." Better
still, let's do something about it. All our
experience tells us that children will re, .
spond to higher expectations whenever
adults have the wisdom to set them and
the courage to stand by them.
■ Wllllam J. Moloney, superintendent of
the Calvert County (Md.) Public Schools,
is a member of the Governing Board of
the National Assessment of Educational
Progress.
THE WASHINGTON POST
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rhat sinking feeling
Closing UK pool would leave many high and dry
hat is it with Lexington
and swimming pools? As
.
one of the few sizable cities
iq the country not on a natural
body of water, the city should put a
hjth priority on providing manmade oases.
· Instead, we bungle renovations
to some city-owned pools and propose unreasonable plans for closing
others.
Now, the University of Kentucky is getting in on the water deprivation act. In the next few
months, the universitv intends to
clo~e the Memorial Coliseum pool,
which has been an important recreational facility for students, faculty
and the community·for years.
, : We think the university needs
:r9. c~nsider more options before proceeding with this plan.
The athletics department says it
urgently needs the pool's space to
:1ccommodate a popular tutoring
program for student-athletes.
We're heartened that so many
are seeking tutoring. But we also
believe that easy access to recre-

W

ation enriches a community's quality of life.
The pool's permanent closure
will jeopardize summer swimming
lessons for hundreds of city children and inconvenience a community swim team that has practiced
there for years. In addition, many
UK students, faculty and staff find
the pool more accessible than the
Lancaster Aquatics Center on south
campus.
Why does it have to be eitheror?
Aren't there other campus locations that could house the tutoring
program? If money is the issue,
surely UK's legions of sports fans,
who are champing to give money to
a redundant basketball arena. could
be enticed to support a tutoring fa.
cility for athletes.
Un_iversity officials and representatives of the swimming community should get in one life raft and
start thinking of creative, win-win
solutions to their dilemma.
This one doesn't hold water
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UK class:
More work
needed on
diversity

"

~

.But teacher says school
'i 'is doing well overall
ti:.
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BY LANCE WIWAMS
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

The University of Kentucky is
§ often perceived as being diverse,
~ but more work is necessary to truly
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~ communication class.
C:
The class, which made the final
~ presentation in the Patterson Office
,! Tower on campus yesterday, spent
15 the entire fall semester studying vars ious aspects of diversity on the UK
~ campus and comparing the school to
-' UK's bench-mark universities.
"Overall, (UK) is doing well,"
said associate professor Joachim
Knuf, the instructor for the course.
"It's not as bad as it was, and it's
getting better."
· The group found that although
students and staff thought the campus was diverse, the faculty was
more skeptical.
Ninety-seven percent of faculty
members surveyed felt diversity
was important, but only about half
said their department was diverse.
The class of more than 30 students spent the semester interviewing more than 400 people, ftom
high school students thinking about
attending UK to faculty, staff and
students at the school.
The group then looked at the results in terms of pure statistical
data, as well as looking at programs started on the campus.
It compared UK with other
schools like the University of Tennessee and made suggestions to improve diversity on campus.
Knuf said it was important for
the students to look at the issue of
diversity by actually doing a research study, instead of just reading books and taking an exam.
"The only way you can have diversity is to do diversity," Knuf
said. "This is making a difference
by doing the study."
Knuf said this was the first semester the course had focused on
diversity issues, but he said this se•
mester's results will encourage him
to look at the issue again.
Alan Aja, a student in the
course and UK's srudent body president, said the course was interest·
ing because it took a practical look
at UK's commitment to diversity.
"The University is trying, but
the work is going to have to continue," Aja said.
The group made several recommendations that UK could use to
make the campus more diverse, including a multicultural residence
hall. a diversity-based learning curriculum and a course for college
freshmen that would focus on diversity issues.
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make it a diverse campus, accord-
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Universities
sheltering
students
from crime
By MICHAEL J. SNIFFEN
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

. 'WASHINGTON - U.S. college campuses are havens from
much of the violent and property crime that afflicts the nation. One expert says that's bec au s e they have become
"armed camps."

In its first study of campus
law enforcement, the Justice
Department reported Wedne~
day that three out of four college and university campuses
now employ police officers
with arrest power.)And.:the
campuses have far lower, -vfo;'
lent and property crime rates
than the country as a whole.
"The reason the campus
crime rates are so low is that
colleges and universities have
recruited huge numbers of security personnel to protect students," said Jack Levin, a· professor of criminology and sociology at Northeastern Univers!ty. "You can't sell an expensive college education to parents who believe their children
aren't going to be safe so colleges in urban settings have
become armed camps. And it's
working very well."
The department's Bureau. of
Justice Statistics found that
there were 64 violent crimes
and 2,141 property crimes reported to_ police for every
100,000 students in 1994, the
most recent year with complete data.
By comparison, in the nation as. a whole that year,
there were 716 violent crimes
and 4,656 property crimes for
every 100,000 residents.
The bureau surveyed public
and private four-year institutions with 2,500 or more students last year. These schools
enrolled four out of five of the
nation's nearly 9 million college students.
Colleges and universities
!~st year. employed nearly
1-1,,000 fulltune sworn police officers, who had been given
general arrest powers by a
state or local government the
statistics bureau found. '
. In addition, campus law enforcement agencies employed
nearly 10,000 nonsworn security officers, who did not have
arrest power.
Overall, three-fourths of the
schools had campus police officers with arrest power including 93 percent of the 'public institutions and 43 percent
of the private ones.

Thursday, December 12, 1996
·a• Police officers are armed--at
81 percent of the public campuses and 34 percent of the private campuses, the bureau
found.
"College students are economically better off than society as a whole and they have
bought into the system or they
wouldn't be spending four
years studying," said Levin,
~ho has studied campus,
crime."But that alone doesn't
explain the lower campus
crime rates because college
students are in the most
crime-prone years."
"Most crimes on campus are
committed by students against
one another," Levin said in a
telephone interview. He said
these crimes can be reduced
~Y security measures because
they are more often spontaneous than premeditated.
c The confined nature of camp_uses also· aids security personnel, he said.
Property crime oil campus is
usually someone stealing a
purse or computer, Levin said.
The statistics bureau said
the average campus had seven
violent crimes in 1994; the
largest campuses averaged 25
violent crimes; those with
fewer than 5,000 students averaged three crimes.
:. Average large campuses reported 1,000 property crimes;
the smaller campuses, an average of 71 property crimes.
,• Levin said some rural campuses have a higher rate of
crime than some urban
l;chools because "the rural
schools look safe so they don't
have the security personnel."
But he added that no one has
produced crime data covering
just the neighborhoods that
corder campuses where students might be attacked by
nonstudents.
·
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Hi~e~:ed~cation ref9nri
will test Patton's-mettle--.. . ....

Associated Press
About 1,000 people received degrees at two Kentucky universities
yesterday - more than 500 of them in
Western Kentucky University's first
December graduation ceremony.
More than 500 students filed into
EA Diddle Arena, where school
President Thomas C. Meredith
thanked them for choosing Western
and encouraged them to continue
learning,

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

MSU graduates

more than 400
MOREHEAD - Mon>

than 400 Morehead State
University students
received undergraduate and
graduate degrees Saturday
during winter
commencement.

'

"TO{iay's world is changing quickly, so quickly that you can't let your
learning stop here today," Meredith
said.
Western added the December ceremony to ease some of the crowding at
the traditional May commencement,
said Registrar Freida Eggleton.
In the second ceremony, Morehead
State University conferred degrees on
more than 400 students.
More than 3,500 people attended
the ceremony in the school's AJ:a-

demic-Athletic Center.
Besides conferring bachelor's and
master's degrees, school President
Ronald G. Eaglin presented honorary
doctorates to Susie Halbleib of Morehead and Helen Price Stacy of West
Liberty. Halbleib is a registered nurse
who came to the region nearly 50
years ago. Stacy has gained state and
natiowµ recognition for her paintings
and poetry. As a noted local historian,
she was a contributor to the Kentucky
Encyclopedia.

December 15, 1996

In addition to the
bachelors and ~ r s
degrees, MSU President
Ronald Eaglin presented
honorary doctorates to
Susie Halblelb Df"Morebead
and Helen Price stacy of
West Liberty.
Halbleib is a registered
nurse'who came to the &mil .

50 years ago to work with
Dr. C. Louise Caudill Stacyf

fouader of the Morgan '_
CountySorghu.m Festival. is
an 8"iat. S:,joearneU&t
andJIW, '
a

cecm. . . .

N...,mi
of Vlcco1W e. ..,,,_,~

speaker-tor saturdu's
COffl.111:P_TI_r.AfflPnt
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Karem
said.
"Even getting the discussion on the table, it's a very
difficult situation.
. ; .,
,
"In higher education, there is such a perception that .
it is such a sacred place that people don't even want to
talk about things," Karem said.
.
Patton is busy trying to frame the debate m terms
of improving the quality of educa~on programs offer~
to high school graduates and makmg them more available to more people.
Repeatedly during last week's meeting of his Task
Force on Postsecondary Education, h~.asked presenters
to avoid issiies:invcilving governance of higher education. .- ·,.'•: ,-., )=-_t\~, :
· · •
, .~,B~t;,With_;!~~~;I?Pbii,c0 ~y~i~~.}_4;,community,
colleges;il.9,pnv:ate'colleges_;a!!<l.·:un1v~1ties, 25 _state: run::, vocatioi\aY:scli.ools .and~:d9zens.• oLpropnetary '.
1 schools '·!lie debate' caii ~i:oiripass.so much more.
~-College President Larry Shinn said the importance of a liberal arts education should not be lost
in the rush to.train people to work in a changing economy. While the latter might be important to do a job
temporarily,.it is-the former that is.important to train
people to learn for a lifetime, Shinn said.
But. legislato~ are inore concerned ab?ut some
more practical considerations, such as removmg obstacles to transferring course credits among institutions.
"I look for more collaboration from those folks in·
the future," said ·Sen. David Williams, R-Burkesville, a
member of Patton's task force.
Anotlier task force member, Sen. Charlie Borders,
R-Russeli said institutions have to get over petty jealousy issues and award degrees to technical educatiori
students that will be more valuable in the workplace,
provided they get some basic academic requirements
covered as we!L
For ·more than. a decade, there have been nearly annual studies of some part of higher education. There
was a continuing debate about whether there should be
three state law schools or two dental schools; where engineering programs should be offered and by whom.
There was even some abbreviated talk of whether eight
universities were needed.
''I think everybody would agree there needs to be
some substantive changes," said House Speaker Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green. "I think everybody agrees
it is one of the most difficult areas to make changes in."

Higher,· ed a
thon,,f issue
for ~!a_<,~~9µ
. B:£·,R,,CttBJ.GREN ,. : .

FRANKidiiiY~:Eft&i)!.'.~~tury-

. the Genera1' A.SS'lffi
' ,,b.l",c,c..:c,n:'.'Y;d. ,{}cc" has
m
Y;,.x:LL,'!"Vl •n.uem
seen
11

issues come and go. Some are easy; some.intractable.
Many can become 'emotiorui.1:·Iritere.sts 'get protected
and skewered.
·•·•· ·, ·. :·"' :·,.
But nothing comP<U"es to-higher'education. "When•
ever you're talking about getting into J\igher education,
legislators immediately see the chamber of horrors that
it.can be politically," Karem said:;;It's almost difficult
even to'gefa logical discussioii>gdmg:•'·· ···
Into this swamp where seasoned· legislators fear to
tread has stomped Gov. Paul Patton, who has taken the
politically unheard-of step of publicly-staking his administration's reputation on refor,ming:_a-system of vocational and academic edticatibn'.beyond'high school
that he characterized as bloated,· duplicative and recalcitrant.
'
·' :· ·"" ·
And he has done so without a dear plan for what
he wants done. Even in the glow of success surrounding his worliers' compensation initiatives, Patton acknowledges it is a task unlike any he will take on.
"Higher education is going 'to be.more difficult,"
Patton said. "It is not' obvious to me-at this point what
the right thing to
·
do is. And 1't's not i;:-....,,..,~,.,,,:.:,., ..,~-::$1~-·~r:.:,1;~;<'!1:-:;._.;,;a~~v1f""'-· -1""*
>WKU,:;,Moreheadlt'.'.l.
going to split into th'-:,;,:~-.;,;. .. ,,~·-·;½-,; . ·;:t;:,,-·'-'.:r°"" .• ...;_•••• ·-·:
two groups; it's V, .. P .-.
P'1$JJJ
going to be 12 Hro;li:~-'iik·-.:,t_ 5::rt!:~~'li
·•,k
-sfu1ifil{ts~:
groups."
Patton
got /~eciff
'.Westeit{/
some advice last " ,,·,·
· '" "•ve/£
- •r.-~fl
week from a predecessor - for:ii'o.;/
mer Gov. hNed
Breathitt, w o is
.,,:
now chairman of
"'
the University of
Kentucky board
of trustees..., .,,..
"If we get ½!!> t .,,_
the governance \m
issue, I thiaji: we '/i'lli.fci ,,, ,.
will have a con- ~irlJ~li,
frontation in the . ft'<Xi
legislature of epic ,,
proportions," '
Breathitt
said.
"We will dissipate our energies ~ _.
fighting over an ·'.:,:
issue that was , h,
settled
years •·de

f~li:1'

~1
·:e"~

ago."

Breathitt was
specifically referring to questions
about whether
the community
college syste~
should
rem am
under UK. But
just mentioning
the topic of how
higher education
is
governed
prompts a bitter
response, Karem
said.
"You are immediately
knocked as a person who wants to
undo the hallowed pillars of
higher education
in
Kentucky,"

/Q:

jnf

i.
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Pianist. brings. chtref~to

~;,1J];i1:]:ttfr~J-\·· ~!:J~,,~~- .·<:',; \ ., , ~~: c.\:; . -· · ·~:. ·;·~.i~t11.':it';~~-t1CT1

Tlie Wo·odlands
he Woodlands was filled with the
sounds of the season on .Thursday
when Mignon Doran performed
her holiday musicale at !lie condominium
complex on East Main Street and Woodland Avenue.
Doran, an organist and pianist, has
been performing for friends and residents of the condominiums for the last
10 years. Joining her this year was
soloist Joyce Saxon, _her great-great
nephews Chase and Taylor Burgess,
and Elizabeth and Anne Fryman.
To get the audience of about 200 in-·
volved, Doran asked her guests to sing
along with "Deck the Halls," "Silent
Night'' and "Let It Snow."
On Friday, Doran celebrated her 86th,
birthday, but she hasn't slowed dow'n:a.
bit. She's been active in Central Ken- '
tucky events for more than 40 years.

T
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New ACC building
honors- Goodpaster
By GEORGE WoLFFORD'
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND· ='"A~neW·'struc:;
ture•.-.rising-·-at-Ashland-,Gom~~
· -...;.;,;,.b ., fnamed'.1
mum!:¥ Co,•ll''-~g~''l't!'i.,(-1-.,.,
_•. l·
the l1ob"ei";t, 'L. 1 Go_odpaster;j
Classroom:!"Building·~ul';.honor1
of the man who led 'the;schooi:i
for 25 years.
Goodpaster was to have been ..
told of the honor at an ACC
faculty/staff Christmas.~ party
on Thursday, buFlie
:tied ·
up in conservation ·meetings·
and didn't get there. · · ·
Dr. Ben Carr, chancellor of
the University of Kentucky
community ·college system,
told Goodpaster · of :the.-.horior ·
Friday, the 31st anniversary_._of
the day he sent in original proposals for the hilltop· cainpus
that will now include a building named for him ..
Goodpaster said' he 1d· overseen construction -of "mariy
buildings in his tenure as
Bourbon County school super•
intendent and ACC director,
but never before has one carried his name.
"I hadn't even seen the blueprints for this one," he said,
"I'm honored and deeply
pleased, and my family joins
in this feeling - to have a
building, this kind of facility
to carry my name.
"I'm grateful to the people
involved, whoever they are, for
making it happen, and that
would have to extend to so
many wonderful people• in :the
Ashland area who worked
with me while I was at the col•
lege." · '
ACC Advisory Board Chairman Bruce Leslie said the
board sent a resolution to UK
trustees in October asking that
the building be named for
Goodpaster. Trustees acted on
the recommendation on Tuesday.
"It was a very easy decision
for the board
college administration to make, considering the lifetime of service he
gave to the college," Leslie
said. "We think it's a very fit.
ting, lasting tribute to one of
the area's most prominent educators."
·
Leslie was particularly delighted that the name would go
on an academic building.
"Bob was an administrator
here, but he was a teacher
first," Leslie said.
"He has been dedicated to
education in general and ACC
c* 6.88 in· particular. He is the
sort of fellow, if you're interested in education, you can't.
help recognizing the achievements he has made. In. large
.. •

0

·'

:wai;

and

He is a native of Bath County with bachelor's, ·master's
and doctor of education
grees from UK.
He remains active in community and conservation af.
fairs as a member of the education committee of the Kentucky Advisory Council and
the UK Agricultural Cooperative Extension Council.
He is also a member of the
boards of the . Boyd County
Conservation District,. Ashland
Federal Savings· Bank 'and
Classic :Bank -Shares Holding.

part with a dedicated faculty
and' staff, he's respon_sible for
the image and standing ACC
has in the communitY,,_, :,V~~_h. ;
we think is excellent.'-'
.- "·,·.. ;!
Goodpaster· caine to Ashland ·.
in: 1961 to head the :tw<;>-yea,r
school·· that"·had just· be~n
switched from Ashland·.-Jumor
College to the Ashland Center,
University of Kentucky.
"I was committed to stay
two years," he said Frid~y. .
He served as ACC drre<:_~~r
from 1964 to 1987, and after· retiring became director of
Morehead State University's
extended campus center until
1992.

1

C9.-::½··.r·1· : ·. ,:·,--· _~ (,::. ::~ .. .. ..

.

· .Dr; Roger Noe, ·interim ACC
president; said the building is
. 40 percent complete and expected to be finished by mid'
sUiilmer. It will contain four
cpmputer labs, six classrooms
ranging in. capacity from 29 .to
84 people, a learning center,
student services, two conference rooms and offices for stu:
dent services, the academic
dean ,~nd faculty members __

The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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Now there are 2
Austin Peay joins Morehead State
in dropping football scholarships
When the Morehead State football but continue to comUniversity Board of Regents pete in all other conference
made the controversial de- sports. The precedent estabcision to discontinue football lished by Morehead obligates
scholarships, MSU President the conference to do· the
Ron Eaglin predicted other same for Austin Peay.
Ohio Valley Conference
· Governor· fans worried
school would soon do the about the future oLAustin
same.
· Peay foiittialf\vouic1~·ati::well'
Well, it took more than to Jook at the experience of
three years, but Eaglin's pre- ·. Morehead State. Aftef ·'ru-op~
diction canie true Wednes- ping· football schql.arships,
day. Austin Peay State Uni- MSU endured a conple of
versity President Sal Rinella horrid seasons while players
announced the school would with football scholarships
phase out football scholar- completed their eligibility
ships.
and the Eagles continued to
The reasons were identical play OVC teams.
to those given by Eaglin.
This year marked the first
Football has never come season Morehead State
close to being self-supporting played primarily against
at the Clarksville, Tenn., other schools that also do not
school, and university of- grant football scholarships.
ficials could no longer justify The result? The Eagles comdiverting thousands of dol- piled a 6-4 record and generlars annually from other ath- ated more fan interest than
letic and academic programs they have in years. Moreta subsidize intercollegiate head- even put. a scare into
football.
one scholarship school they
"We simply cannot afford played - Western Kentucky.
to ratchet-up the program to
The message for Austin
a higher level that would Peay fans, w:iio have endured
make it a truly competitive 12 consecutive losing seateam with our current com- sons,, is that there is life after
petitioi:i," Rinella ~aid:. ,..,_. ,. . . . .,,.:•v, cv~HP.-._o_J._e~Sh¼P ;\ fp9.,~Pit_11·'""'',:_,_.¾nd,
Austm Peay wil!, as~•\t.\l'll.\'.,i~~f~;?!l~~fl:'i!.~f.¾.r~~he11-d,
OVC to do what 1t dij;);, fo.r:. :
applau_~,.,_~E;StiV'. Ptlay ofMorehead State: Allow'at.. to;. ,.-fici.als.,fom,-m.aking:ia; fiscally
drop out of the conference in . re~ponsible
decision.,.'
-~
.

.'Y~;.

~~
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Professor at UK
studies big•· business
of college athletics
BY ANGIE MUHS.
HERALD-lEADER ·EoucAr10N WRITER "

Dan Fulks studies a multimillion-dollar business that often hemorrhages money but only keeps getting more popular.
Fulks, a University of Kentucky
accounting professor, isn't looking
at any corporation. Rather, he's
part of a small
group of academics who study
· college athletics
- a big business
that some people
don't even think
of as an industry.
Last month,
his latest project,
a report for the
National
Collegiate
Athletics
Association,
An occasional found that most
series about the college sports prowork of Kentucky grams lose money
educators
every year.
The
report,
which received national media attention, also found that the financial picture looks even worse if institutional support - money the
university provides for athletics is taken out of the budget.
Fulks said he sees several disturbing trends in athletics. But he
thinks college sports are worthwhile, despite the report's findings.
"I think collegiate athletics
brings a lot of benefits to the campus, to the community and society
that you just can't measure," he
said.
But he ackngwledges that a lot
of people don't see it that way.
A statewide faculty group, for
,instance, recently questioned in a
:paper submitted to a state task
Jorce on higher education whether
,the state should let universities'
:athletics programs run deficits.
. "The public is really split on it,"
fulks said. "You have the faction
,that says that college athletics is
-Oraining us, costing too much mon'ey that we could be using in the li;brary. Then you have some people
:Who think we're making too much
money, that it's too much big busijiess."

'Report findings
Fulks' most recent NCAA re·port, his second, collected informa:tion from 501 college sports pro·grams, ranging from Division 1-A
:-- the biggest programs, like UK
;_ to Division III, the smallest
! Among the report's conclusions
,were:
: ■ Division 1-A athletics pro:grams were the only ones making a
:profit. The average program made
:about $15.5 million in 1995 and
:spent about $14.3 million, for an
•average profit of $1.2 million.
'average profit for Division 1-A'schools in 1993 had been $fi60 000

The

College sports: t.allying up the costs
The NCAA report looks at Yrhether college athletics programs made a profit
or lost money in 1995. UK Professor Dan Fulks also looks at hem the
programs fare if the financial support from the unMnity is removed. ,
Division h\

1!1 with institutional suppon
mi without institutional suppon

programs

:

■ But the picture changed draimatically if institutional support ' :university money tised to support
•athletics - was taken out of the
:budget. With it removed, the averiage Division I-A program ran a
:$237,000 deficit, up from a $174,000
:deficit in 1993.
: ■ The findings were much the
:same in other division levels. Divi:sion I-AA programs, for instance,
:showed an average deficit of
•$469,000 - and that grew ·to a
:$1.67 million deficit without univer'.
,s1ty support.
: ■ The report also found that
:the average Division-I-A program
:made most of its money, about 29
:percent, from ticket sales. But in
•1993, those programs had made 33
:percent of their money from ticket

:sales.
: Those findings represent only
:an average picture and some indi:vidual schools might differ, Fulks

:said.
: In fact, his home institution,
;UK, is· a national rarity, he said.
;The UK athletics program is using
·its profits to pay more than $3 mil:1ion a year on the bonds financing
:the campus's new library.
: That good fortune, Fulks said,
:mainly comes from UK's success at
:marketing its logo and merchan.dise, from TV exposure and from
the inoney it shares with other
Southeastern Conference teams
from bowl payoffs and other
sources.
"Whether a program makes
money goes well beyond whether a
program produces winning seasons," he said.
But, he added, the escalation of
schools' athletics spending also has
produced some disturbing results.
"The schools really getting
clobbered are the I-AA schools," he
said. "It costs a school like Eastern
(Kentucky University) almost as
much money to put a football team
on the field as UK, but they don't
have the TV money and the bowl
money."
"I hate to use the expression
'The rich get richer and the poor
get poorer,' but that's what you're
seeing," he said.
·

A natural for the Job
Fulks, whose office features
several sports-related photographs,
had always been interested in
sports. He still competes in
triathlons, skis and plays tennis.
. A high school football player,
he even briefly· tried out for the
University of Tennessee football
team in college. "It didn't last," he
said. "I was big and fast in high
school, and when I got to UT, I
found out I was little and slow."

-$167 mi!!Kln
SouRCE: NCAA repon

He earned a bachelor's degree
and then worked as a certified public accountant for seven years.
That's when his work with the Atlanta Falcons and the Atlanta stadium corporation piqued his interest in sports' business side.
!:le- started studying the fi.
nances of college sports while earning his master's degree at the University of Maryland. He then wrote
his dissertation on the topic while
earning a doctorate from Georgia
State University.
But Fulks, who started teaching
at UK in 1978, hooked up with the
NCAA through a small dose of
serendipity.
The NCAA was looking to hire
a consultant to take over writing
the report, said Ursula Walsh, its
director of research.
Because of the specialized subject matter, she asked Keith l\tlartin,
the NCAA's director of accounting
for advice. Martin, a former UK
football player who earned his master's degree of accounting here, had
been one of Fulks' students.
"Keith told me, 'I know the very
guy you want,' "said Walsh, who
declined to discuss the contract's
terms. "I think he's done a beautiful
job. He's suggested some improvements we probably wouldn't have
thought of."
The NCAA report is valuable
because it makes sense of volumes
of information that· one college's
athletics department couldn't analyze on its own, said UK associate
athletics director Kathy DeBoer.
But it's also well-respected because Fulks takes an even-handed
approach, said DeBoer, who has
known Fulks for 12 years since
meeting him when she was UK
women's volleyball coach and he
was a member of the team's booster club.
"He handles this as an accountant and as a numbers-cruncher,"
DeBoer said. "He doesn't write his
report or give his information with
an agenda or some perspective he's
trying to support."

De-c., t1, l'l9C.

MSU l,/ip
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University
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Oct. 15 in Business Week magazine.
to offie·r
A total of 30 people have applied, half from the ad and half
from meetings like Wednesd • s·
"d
•
:. e_·gr._ee.
program_
ay s. tmson sai the maximum class size will be 30,
· · ·. · · ., .. · · '
_.
which means OU expects to

Ohio University"'"
Slate.d
'virtual MBA'
·•
·
d

:By~Ef~~-WOLFFORD: '- ~.
,OFTHEDAJLY INoErENDENT · !'.

-

·

haveto cull its applicant ·list ,
based on personal interviews
to be conducted next month.
Stinson ·said he expected
mosC of 'tliose ·chosen "for the
p"rogra'mt to'-:-fre".-coinputer._._literat··e·,·,.·'.o:.·U
,.·. w·_,_lllillJ>J>
... ro·v1'de·.tram··.,'
' 1mg¾for..;.qniJ:ll otfilir1smlients · to
brin"-thfll,ll.•µp,to,that-level.
''Stilisonlesfimated fliifcourse
will. requir~ 5 •to 10 hours of
work'·each'~week, but that
could._ be higher because of
''reading and other back'ground.work."
'- Tli:e'->iirogram calls for oneweek residencies at the beginning, middle and end of the
course, which is scheduled to
begin in March. Stinson said
res i dencies in the initial
course would take place at the
•,.scho9l/.s,,main,r-"mpus,.-in,Ath,
if!!,ri~Y•lf.{~'.fW;'}}iqt{jus(~lails•,wor{Zli,_.)ie'-wamed,,'.'Each '.resF
'r---iw.'~~fut,~~i:~-~A.mk.,',~.ile ".,1,1~·· •fi' ·· ~-• · • ,,.tq_.,;1,1
• •;
•·p,m:,=,eli;,, 'uliy·wee : a,,.,_,.
,.Two .other schools now offer
· electronic ·MBAs. Duke Univ~r§_itY,:s,. \Vith r_e_sidencies in
ES_ur;~li~";~,O,!lth ~~~!:ta._'and
__!.)l_g~p-~,~·costs -·~..p.;=1:-~due's ·more..J!!!,_d1t;onaLPJ,\t
"!gram.cosfq29,iOO0.,OU's cost IS

e

$25;000: -~f.''"""':<':t"

-

''

Moreg~_ad !!,tate University
-- --- ,-

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

io1

ou ·· · · ·· "· .. ·

~~

-

606-783-2030

opened a distance-learning
MB;\ progr~ this semester,
offermg a smgle class. Four
courses will be offered in the
spring using Internet and com-pressed-video presentations,
according to Mike Carrell,
dean of MSU's business school.
MSU graduates about 25
· MBAs a year and .now has 250
students taking its graduate
program, including 50 who attend its Ashland campus. Degr!)e costs· run about $5,000. .
,\An Ashland man.who played
,c.a?lrole1i~"""re"afijtii:lthe ,OU
r cdiirs!i1{§liia,'t:iii'ii" beli~~s'-tiii i it.
. Davfdc:Catfer ·said"'.he ~tends
enrgll.;'the operations manager of'•his corporate identity
firm in the program.
•. ··"I've made this $25,000 commitment to make her a better
manager,. he said. "That's as
strong a-vote as I can give."
Carter, a graduate of OU's
journalism. school, recently
completed a non-traditional
MBA program through Syracuse University - the fir.st in
the U.S. ,to reach off-campus .
.. _"But I still had to take on9a'njPlif!ir:?.courses, including
foµr/iifuld-level, math-. classes.
.. . 'is·,·bypassing tlie· traditional~campus7lectures, -a step
fowarlfindependent study. OU
··offers· a wider··exposure to the
· business world, but not as
deep."· ,,_.
,Stilison~ ~aid .OU might ar, _rjµ'lge'tresidencMs inctlie·ftinfre
i.:*wa~om~tl.'iii!!Jli\ises/Jlliow•
mg the school to accommodate
students anywhere:.' :
..

---
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-
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_. !!allege ~ecurity officer fighting demotion: A
~ po!1~ officer has been demoted from his supervisory pos1t10n at Morehead State University's public
safety office after he was found sleeping in his cruiser

while on duty. The univers_ity al~ charged Janies
"Red" Dougherty, 56, with failing.to assign back-up to
~er-officer.and,with criticizing-his employei;-to two
news officers:Doug·h,_,. a formerlissistartt·· .. · t -·- .
~cl~'wiili'ihe Keiifu~ky-Siate Poiice ffi'~ii~f is
mmestmg,,through MoreheadState's,futet:na)·grievarlce procedure, two· cif the three'allegatlons· that led to
his:Nov. 22 demotion. He admits to sleeping but says it
was unintentional and did not merit demotion. He
~es the other allegations.

.. · · ·n,e Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

Monday, December 16, 1996

11~'c·: .ihffi-· c···e"··r··,.,.•,c·o··n··~es·
ting
~L
P_ gµ
demotion allegations
.,,_e•·_..
-~~~~-

n_--·;:t_

-#

•
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,.-.l

,: .

,

~~ts t~ sleeping on Job; claims unintentional
act does!l't merit MSU action
B/MADELYNN CoLDIRON
01: THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A veteran
police. officer has been deni-oted .from'.,his supervisory
position at" Morehead State
University's· public safety of,
;flee
fciuna:.·sleep. .. afteh'neJwas'
•:
'..ing_ in:,h1s. cruiser_ whne .. on
t,:::ii; •ffi'.:1..'"1~~:1·e-~. •'' ,i Ji:\.o..,t:~;!!JJjii•,.._
--~_u_.'-3_.'•\~~r11_~'.-.;:~i~i''~'*;•.:,·,.•f ~---~,;.;-··!<1--~;z.. -

...

t--ll'!ffiemh'lvefslcy·'aisB"charged

l~iifmef!;;na~i:h~ffir ~th
'.fiiµirig,Jptasfiign•bai:kmp ..to,another officer. and with badnioutliiiii(.liisT.employer:: :,;:·:· .
Dciugh"ertyi- 'a: foriner'·-assisJl\n.J,1'.PQ~\11£,Cnnmander___,with
the·;_~e#tuc!ty; State. Police in
Morehea-d-;- ·is con testing,
through·MSU's internal grievance pro·cedure, two of the
three allegations that led to his
Nov. 22 demotion. He admits to
sleeping, but says it was unintentional and did not merit de-

iw:1~--'~;.

. motion.";:-.11

.. _~ _--~>-1. :•·:, •#.

,,_,Ifs 1,tlie~tsecond,· grievance
Dougherty? 56, · has filed re·~c~ntW-~th'rthe ·university:·ms
"·earlier-_~ppeal· alleged age discrimina"tiqn.~ when he. was
passei:i :g~~f.i)n September .for
. pfomoti0Ii>,;t9,,.the position of
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· -vers1ty·re1ected,··---·.. - -·· ·"-~-- - '
.".My OP,i.l1ion ~ some. of .this
,__ is retalliition;-'; said •Campbell ,
~:wh.o ~-ii~f:~ll~res~nti,p.~ltj}~: pf'. '
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;: -Nunn, ·-silidl'heiis'•funtmuihg,to
. explore fiw,options ·over"ihis
- failure -tii'get-the-coordinator's
r_

job.
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The university has made no
decision yet _on the grievance
related to last month's demotion. The· move "from supervising a shift to being a police
officer has dropped Dougherty
two pay grades. According to
university policy, his salary
will not change for six months.
But after,that;'.it:•will decrease
to $9;92 per hour from.$12.36.
t,·:,1nbhi&.hliitter.itifeiiio'ting I
Doiigherty;'"°MstrPuiiffo~Safety
Jl,lanager Richard Green detailed tlie three incidents that
ted to the disciplinary action:
►On Oct. 2, Dougherty alleg-¢ly placed an officer at un~ecessary risk in a foot pursuit when he told a second of- fleer to disregard his call for
assistance.
►On Oct. 21, Dougherty was
seen sleeping on duty while in
a university parking lot.
"You were observed in a
university police car, with the
window open, your eyes
closed, and you were snoring,"
Green wrote.
► Dougherty allegedly made
negative comments at least
twice in October to two new officers about their decision to
accept employment at MSU.
Green also cited Dougherty's
"tendency to disregard longstanding departmental policies, alienate others and generate conflict."
"My mother always taught
me not to get into a stinking
contest with a skunk," Dougherty responded in a telephone
interview.
0

•

Dougherty denies the allegations that he failed to provide
backup and made negative
comments. He said the former
charge especially is "totally ludicrous. In 23 or 24 years of
law enforcement, that is the
first time in my life that happened, that I was accused of
not backing up an officer."
University personnel records
obtained through Kentucky's
Open Records Law show that
Dougherty has received· two
previous reprimands - one in
1992 for not attending training
and for violating university
policy about news releases,
and one in 1995 for not wearing his bullet-proof vest.
More recently, the university investigated a sexual
harassment complaint against
him by another employee. The
complaint was not substantiated.
Dougherty, however, noted
that he also had received several letters of commendation
and an award for outstanding
service to students by Omega
Psi Phi fraternity, the only
such award ever given to an
individual officer.
Green said this is the first
time he has demoted a university police officer since he
became manager of the public
safety office in 1990.
"I don't like to use that- remedy unless it's a last resort,"
he said.
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KSU dedicates Young statue
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
HERALD-lfADER STAFF WRITER

ntucky State University's
National Alumni Associaion recently dedicated the
site for a statue of one of its graduates: civil rights leader Whitner
. Young Jr.
• - Young was a 1941 graduate of 1
KSU and became executive director of the National Urban League
in 1961. In 1969, he was awarded
the nation's highest civilian
.i.ward; the Medal of Freedom.
: The statue, which will be unveiled during Homecoming 1997,
will be sculpted by Ed Hamilton, a
Louisville native who recently
was commissioned to create a
memorial in Washington. D.C., depicting the black soldiers who
fought for the Union during the
Civil War.
Contributions can be sent to:
~U Foundiiti_-!;ln, _::,_A~.WJtitn.ey
.·i-1 Young,J.-XC)ifijJ~T)?,q.0~X
1066 FraiikfJil;,K~:7"4()600:JOliS:':· '
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. -John Philley, executive vice
president ·for academic affairs at
Morehead State University, has

MOREHEAD, KY 40361-1 689

606-783-2030

beeri elected•secretary of the National Association of State Boards
of Geology. His tenn will expire at
the end of the 1997.
He is ·a certified professional
geologist and is chairman of the
Kentucky Board for the Registration of Professional Geologists.
Philley, active in-several professional organizations, is the author of numerous articles and
guidebooks in his field.
-
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The.Qaily lndepeodent Ashland, Kentucky,

Tuesday, December 17, 1996

Nammg-"buhdirig -for Goodpaster
fitting tribute-to·,ACC's·frrst director'
Naming the new classroom since retiring from ACC in
building at Ashland Com- 1987. He became the first dimunity College in honor or· rector of Morehead s·tate
Robert L. Goodpaster is a fit- University's extended camting tribute to the man who pus in Ashland and helped
guided the school during ·its establish closer ties between
first 25 years of existence._' .~::the.· commwiity college and
Goodpaster;·· former''-super-~''r,:Moreliead 'State - ties that
intendent of the Bourbon now make it possible for stuCounty Schools, came to dents to. earn four-year deAshland in 1961 to head the· grees in some academic
1!t&~1i~si~~iW¾fli~~ll~af:W?~t ever leaving

:tO:)li~ft~nJ.@d Ji~ntef;~,J.J:µi:{;;t::•··,_,'.d'oodpaster alsci has re~rsff~~of:-:-Kenfucl}y;--"'.Th_if'.=!:_iji,"Mii~!l - active in conservaschool, became· -~li9,iiiL'is,:_:-~;~§rta~#vlties serving on the
'Ashland . Conimumff'"'CollegEf :•;',Boyd ·:County Conservation
'in 1964.--.' ·--·- -';i••··'."-"~:,,},":-T ·•-;;nfstricf board.
. , During; Goodpast~i;?s ·'~en:.aF Alwa,ys ready with a smile
the college movecl from",. and -"friendly handshake,
its old home at the corner of· . Gqcidpaster's upbeat spirit
Central Ave11ue:,,al!<t- 15fl!· .;~i;!,.~ords of encouragement
Streef t~rifs'f'!ftT~rri~ij%~l~~¼~purred 'm~ny young
;atop;;thi;!Jcl3th;;StreeJ;:,ll;i.ll;::xh~r~':lpeople to-work a httle harder
tsl:lib'iji~1lntoiilniilir"~•'w.~af~~~lffi~a--&ahittle
better.. The posiu-::~,.":' . .,. • ,.~._,.@.,.~
-~·:.ic:· ·-•~r- ~-•\-- ·
.n'i,at!c@y_ji_ij,l:Ji;ig;';'.tne;;;_q~q_g~;c,;Jj~efµi'.ipact he has ha~ on
' ·astefi:'·ears"witli1-ntimerous:~;'./AC€~/and the communit it
-~eiv pt[wanf1tbeUig.iliddlm?':.ji:::': seni~S ,: makes his the i~eal
Goodpaster has reniained_ choiceJor the new building's
active
in the community
nanie.
·
,. '
...... ·-,,, .
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State to fix flaws in Murray State building
cies on state-owned buildings. The allocation was reported yesterday to the General
FRANKFORT - The state will spend Assembly's Capital Projects and Bond
nearly $1.8 million to correct potentially Oversight Committee.
dangerous flaws in a special events center
In addition, the cabinet and Murray
being built at Murray State University, of- State asked the committee to approve a
ficials said yesterday.
$1.1 million increase in the scope of the
Concrete beams that support floors on project That was to restore features, intwo levels have to be reinforced.
eluding special flooring, previously
"We're basically making bigger, chopped from the project to keep it under
stronger beams out of the ones already budget
·
there," Finance Cabinet attorney Patrick
The combined increases raise the cost
Hughes told a legislative oversight com- . · of 'the project to $23.6 million. Murray
·
.
.
State President Kern Alexander said stuliiied to giv~ any.opinion.; ,dents will pay_ $400,000. of the increase,
.
the architect on:ontractor thro11glifeei;; possibly a new:fee•combined ·
was.at fault. He cited the possibility of a with existing fees. .
·
lawsuit to recover part of the added cost · "We're· asking the state to advance
William Hintze, a deputy state budget this money - $400,000 - for a period of
director, said flaws in the building, serious five years. It will be paid back," Alexanenough to be dangerous if not corrected, · der said
were discovered in February.
The project has been in the works
The repair money, already allocated since 1990, when the state approved the
by Finance Secretary John McCa;-ty, is first $10 million from a bond issue.
from a Finance Cabinet contingency fund
An additional $8 million in bond monfor maintenance or construction emergen- ey was approved in the 1992-94 state budBY CHARLES WOIJ'E
AsSoclATED P•ess

get, and the university was required to
raise $2 million on its own. Murray State
later chipped in $650,000 more, primarily
interest on investment income.
The oversight committee unanimouslv
approved the latest increase in project
scope. Sen. Bob Leeper, apparently referring to Murray State's dispute with the
University of Kentucky over an engineering program in Paducah, said the committee's action should be an example to leaders in Western Kentucky's Jackson Pur-

chase.
· "I think there's enough problems there

r.,:e couj!l, e,asily vote no" o~ the special
events-cenier. "But I don't think anybody

served

would be
by that," said Leeper, DPaducah. • ·
·
"I'm hoping tl)at some people can
see ... what happens when we work together, rather than tit for tat or working
apart, trying to hurt other people,"
Leeper said.
"I think this project is beautiful.... In
the final analysis, this baby is going to be
a beautiful asset to the Purchase area."
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Would master plan make
Macy an Eagles coach?

MSU ARC\-HVES

A change in job description for
full-time coaches at Morehead State
could open the way for a former
University of Kentucky star to seek
the Eagles' basketball coaching job.
That is if Dick Fick's contract
is not renewed after the season and
if Kyle Macy expresses interest in
the vacancy.
In its search for a coach for the
proposed new varsity sport of
women's soccer, Morehead is considering a job description in which
a master's degree is preferred but
not required, according to President Ronald Eaglin. Morehead's
athletic committee is examining the
issue and will make a recommendation, Eaglin said.
"Sometimes soccer people are
not necessarily academics." Eaglin
said. "lf we find a soccer coach
who didn't have a master's but
was the best person of quality we
wanted, we want to be flexible in
hiring. Basketball had nothing to
do with that."
But Macy, who was interested
in the coaching job at Eastern Kentucky in 1992, could profit from the
change because he doesn't have a
master's degree. He has a business
degree from UK and additional
work toward an education degree.
~
"Yes, a master's is nice," Eaglin
said, "but this gives you more flexjbility. If you're hiring a full-time
coach, you're not hiring a teacher. I
~ ought it was an archaic rule."

State college
basketball notebook
Ric~ Bailey
.covers state
college football
and Marshall for
the Herald-Leader. This article includes his
opinions and
observations.

Macy said he has heard his
name mentioned about the More•
head job.
"I've had interest in the past
about getting in the coaching profession," Macy said. "When that
time comes, if it does, 1would be
interested in talking with the people making those decisions."
Macy, 39. is employed by a
Lexington bank, has an athletic
flooring business called Sports
Court, runs a summer basketball
camp and is the analyst for UK
basketball radio broadcasts.
"It would have to be a special
situation for me to give up the
things I have going," Macy said.
"At the same time, I'm interested in
listening to people there or any
other place. That (the proposed
new job description) would leave
the door open if they do that."
Eaglin reiterated his previously
announced intention to review the

men's basketball program before
the end of the season.
"If Dick continues on, he wants
to know. lf he will not continue, he
wants to know," Eaglin said, "and
we want to be able to get a jwnp
on selecting a new person. There
are no done deals that rm -aware
of."
Macy's name surfaced last season amid rumors that Morehead
would buy out Fick's final year.
But that wasn't in line with university policy.
As for women's soccer, it is a
club sport and probably will be
next year, Eaglin said. It might attain varsity status by 1997-98.
"This is one of our approaches to
gender equity," he said.
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WKU targets Governor's Scholars
Students who participate in Kentucky's Governor's
Scholars Program will be eligible for a fu11-tuition
scholarship worth about $2,000 a year at Western
Kentucky University under a program announced today by President Thomas Meredith.
The program will be in effect for the 1997 fall semester. Any current high school senior who was a
1996 Governor's Scholar will be eligible for the scholarship, which is renewable for a total of four years as
long as a 3.0 grade-point average is maintained.
There are more than 700 Governor's Scholars each
year, and Western hopes to attract more of them.
Western has 33 freshmen who were Governor's
Scholars in 1995.
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Council on Higher Education members call for
nionthago, he had favored setting
Kentucky's system has governup .three governing boards: one for
radical changes
ing boards for each state university;
UK
and the University of Louisville,
the community colleges are gov--

-

-- -

one for the regional universities and
erned by the University of Kenone for community colleges and
tucky. All of those fall under the
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER
Kentucky Tech.
council, which is considered a coorLOUISVILLE - Kentucky's higher education
Campbell said he has since
dinating
not
a
governing
system needs radical changes in the way it's gov- , board.
changed his mind and now sees the
erned if it's ever going to be good enough to comNorth Carolina system as a model
Another criticism of the system
pete with other states, several current and former
"that has a lot of potential in a state
is that the post-secondary Kentucky
Council on Higher Education members said yeslike Kentucky."
Tech vocational schools are run by
terday.
state government, and have no link
Council member Larry Hayes,
The council members' comments - their
to higher education. Some have
though,
questioned whether organimost pointed and strongest statements to date suggested merging those schools
zational
change would solve probcame as Gov. Paul Patton shifts his focus from
with the community colleges and
lems
on
its own. The crucial issue
his successful workers' compensation battle to a
possibly putting them under a sepais
if
Kentucky
can create a vision
looming fight to reform higher education.
rate board.
for
higher
education
and find the
Several council members spoke of their frusCampbell said the current
leadership
to
carry
it
out,
he.said.
tration with the higher education system as it
stru_fture doesn't give the council
"It's
awfully
easy
to
get cennow exists.
enough authority to be effective.
tered on boxes (on an organizationMost council members did not offer specific
Truit's partly because higher educaal chai:t) and where we move the
Pl'\lposals, but focused th_eir comm.ents .qn Jhe way
tion is too 'political, he said.
boxes;•
he said
-'!•
i.' ··'.· .,., ''". :rt""'
'.,·' '
thesystem.isgoverned:c: : ·_:,:.-.- .::<;.·:,_ - · :.. :
"We realize that every time we
.
.
Bu't:
l
David'·
Grissom
'a:":
past
' ' ~I' kriow we ,can't continue the system we've attempt to do something like close a
.'.tliat:
he
~n'ir'other
t: hltdlr'siiidtJoe Bill Carnpbeli;' a:0coim61'.niember ! aenta! school," he said. "We~realize ! cfu~;saicl
.,., - t,·, \
pastcouncil,chamnen unarumotisly
and former chairman. "We just can't think we're
we don't have any authority befeel !hat "major, radical surgery
gojiig to fudt by tinkering with it.n - - ~
cause the legislature tells . us we
from
a structural or organizational
The cpuncil members' minds are open to alcan't do that."
standpoint is indicated"
most ~nything, saii;i. Hilma Prather, a member
Campbell acknowledged that
"If you're going.to put a Bandfrom Somerset. .ii,\
, ·
different council members had difAid
on it,,,t\y'eak it:here or there, for__ ..."Council membeh-·- everyclre I've spoken
ferent ideas about potential
get
it,"
lifsaid~"Ifwe"dim't address
changes.
with - are willing to entertain radical ideas as
the structure issues, we're really
far as change is concerned," Prather said. "We are
He said that as recently as a
just dancing around the problem."
not concerned with sacred cows or with turfs that
have been protected for a long time."
THE COURIER-JOURNAL • FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1996
In the past, the council often has been criticized for being weak and not exercising its power. Patton himself repeatedly said during his campaign
that the council needed to be
strengthened.
· '·
But council members yesterday By RICHARD WU.SON
that he bas made no decisions about
said they don't have enough author- The ~urier-Journal
what to do. But with his successful
ity to make a difference. Some of
session on workers' compensation behind him, the govei:nor said he is
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Turning his
them also had strong words for the
ready to concentrate on the work of
attention to hi~er education, Gov.
higher education establishment
the
Task Force on Postsecondary EduPaul
Patton
.
swd
yesterday
that
the
which th.ey said blocked innovatio~ enbanceinent of Kentucky's two recation,
which he beads.
or reform.
· · '· ·
He said he'll begin meeting with
search universities ~ the University
Jim Miller, a former chairman
legislative leaders -and task-force
of Kentucky,and University of Louisand current member, said he
members next month to start hamville - is one of his top priorities.
mering out recommendations.
In an interview with The Courierthought "the crowning blow" had
"! would think by the end of FebruJournal, Patton also stressed the need
been higher education's response to
ary we ought to start solidifying where
: to -deliver technical and vocational
Patton's call for change.
we're goillg to be and give the public
educatiorf programs more efficiently.
"It reminds me of the old adage
and
other members of the General As·
-:-But
underlying
all
of
this,
be
said,
that a jackass can kick a barn down
sembly time to digest it," be said.
is the need to devote more money to
but can't build one," .Miller said.
The task force, made up of 12 legishigher ·education - which now ac"What fhave See!J,·jis<a;$jlsteiri of
lators and six executive-branch memcounts for about 14 percent of the
higher education ·'gov,ehilince: in
bers, was created at Patton's urging
state's General Fund.
by the 1996 General Assembly.
which no.'significant. initiatives can. - -,Hesaidhewon't.knowifthat's posPatton offered no details about en,sibhi•untilihis administration has.fur- ,
really be·:p_i:t{_pgsect;and'.moved0, to
hancing
UK.and. U of I. But UK's top
,(fl!~l\lll!lll~i.&ate
tm'ellU.e.estimates
'
frui ti ori~)jiuf,t!ie"~W'temlli11Wbl&k ,,and,,tlie;;potelitial ;,savings;,from. his
· research executive-said he welcomed
almost }UiijltiP-if,~10'!s~.:;f.~~}i~#r.~· ~-Emp-·ower:c:,,Kentticky'. 'initia!Mf' to
the governor's interest.
k Patioiif/whli:fill.t~iii'ffi?""'"'"/i- 'strea'irllioe'statecgoyenuneiiCf,*"''
"University research results in new
:ei-s higlier:'ectiiciliioifretomr~o· ,,:, · ~-'Bythe' end .of Januafy.we oul!ht to
~Jobs;' new piooucts, new knowledge
,.:;haresonie,idea of bow mucb;"'if:any,
priority{~ld
1°and a·.an Improved quality of life,"
-additionalresources, we can devote to
said Fitzgerald Bramwell, vice presi•
day that'h'e''plami&fto' stitrt':tillting
dent for research and graduate studhigher education,'' he said. "And if
with legislators and his 'task force
we can't find any sil(nificant additionies.
members next month about possial
resources,
then
1
don't
think.
we
U of L President John Shumaker
ble proposals.
can do anything."
could not be reached for comment.
The task force should .draw up
Patton has made higher education
Consultants working with the task
propo~als by the end of February,
his top priority as jlOvemor, and he
force have contended ·that Kentucky's
plans to call a special legislative seshe said. A special legislative sesuniversity research capacity suffers
sion in April or May to consider reby comparison with that of many othsion could be held in April or May.
form proposals.
er states:More research can help the
The question of who should
His goal, be says, is to make the
state in a variety of ways, including
govern higher education has,.surstate's network of universities, com•
economic development, the consuf..
faced repeatedly at Patton's ·task
munity colleges and technical schools
tants have said.
fore~_ meetings.
more efficient and productive ..
In yesterday's interview, he stressed
BY ANGIE MUHS
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Patton makes enhancing UK
and U of L a· top priority
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iPrans for PCC healtµ· classrooms under. way
MSU at its Big Sandy extended
campus center in Prestonsburg.
i
Most of PCC's space: in the
built when the legislature pro-' building will be used for provides additional funding.
, 'grams in the field of healthlTentative plans call for the'. which is expected to cont!rille
new structure to acljoin PCC's. to be a growth industry in the
Martin Student Center "but: region. MSU will use i~ sp~ce
that could change," Francis' to offer undergraduate degrees
said. "Nothing is specific right' •in elementary· and middle
now - the size of the building, school education, business adthe expenditure - every- ministration, nursing and sothing's up in the air."
·cial work.
)
Floyd initially visualized the
Francis said PCC wants l to
building as a combination add three health prograins
health, education and wellness when funds are available:, to
center - to include exercise broaden job availability fot,tpe
and therapy elements - but school's, graduates..They are
they are not included in the two-year programs for physical
first phase, Francis said. It .and occupational therapi'sts
may come later.
...
and clinical laboratory; teclin!More than 75 percent of the cians. .
·· i
new building will be used for';·{ Some\of the health.programs ;
classrooms and laboratories,,, exist anli will be" moved from '
including space for graduate classrooms in the Johnson Ad- I
and undergraduate programs: ministration Building to the i
like those already offered by new structure, he said.
l

Lexington firm hired to design.,- $5.5 million building
'

.

'

'

By GEORGE WoLFFORD
;OFT~E

DA1~y INDEPENDENT

t ,

f:. , PRESTONSBURG - A Lexangton firm has been chosen to
. draw plans for a new health/
:classroom building at Presto~ nsburg Community College,
~ :extending
cooperative ven'ture to let students get four2! :year degrees from Morehead
~ .State University. .
-:2 : :Ross-Tarrant Architects Inc.
i :Was chosen from ·among three
~ :firms that gave presentations
c: on Monday to a selection comg- mlttee from the two colleges.
~ ;Ross-Tarrant rec~ntly did ar~ :Chitectural work for a rural
~ :economic development/cul.:tural center at Somerset Com~ ;mWlity College.
Ml!rtha Tarrant, one of the

t

a

firm's partners, will be project tion of the. structure "is only
manager for the PCC building, the first step in serving Eastwhich is scheduled to cost $5.5 ern Kentuckians in the most
million and begin construction effideiit 'arid effective manner
in November or December of possible,.using both traditional
1997.
classr,i>bni and distance"This (cooperative program ., learnlng'·technology. Our joint
with MSU) gives us the op- effo~ with PCC should serve
portunity to offer a seamless as .a jn9del of cooperation witheducational program for all in the state higher education
studeµts in the Big Sandy Val- system/'
ley who want to pursue a bach- . The General Assembly apelor's or master's degree from propriated $5.5 million for the
Morehead State," said PCC new:liu!lding earlier this year.
President Deborah Floyd.
Initiai pla.ns called for attach"By sharing resources and ing it(to PCC's Martin Student
establishing cooperative pro- Center, but that could change,
grams, we are hopeful that according to PCC spokesman
more students will be able to Mark -Francis.
finish their education in the .
Platj'~'. call for building the
valley without having to leave strucni,r~ in phases, with inihome."
tial• .construction expected to
Ron Eaglin, MSU president, · be 'complete two years from
said the design and construe• now. Added segments will be

~
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S°-~ey finds fewer U of L grads
have jobs
MEASURES oF succEss

Chart measures success of graduates in professional programs
by the "pass" rate on professional exams for 1994-95. The jobs
heading represents full-time employment of students who received
an undergraduate degree two to five years ago.
Full-time
Professional tests
School
jobs
Teacher Nurse Dentist I Doctor Lawyer

And fewer pursue
further studies than
at other state schools

EKU

By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
A new survey of college graduates
indicates ihat those from the Univer. sity of Louisville are less likely to hold
· full-time jobs or pursue further studies than graduates of the other seven
state universities.
But some U of L officials questioned the findings, which were part
of a state-r09uired accountability report on pubhc universities and community colleges released yesterday by
the Council on Higher Education.
Also, Roger Sugarman, the council's associate director for research
and accountability, warned against
concluding from the survey that
U of L degrees are less marketable
than those of other schools.
The report includes results of a sur. vey of former students who earned
•undergraduate ,degrees between two
and five:-;years ago. ·:Among U of L
alumni who responded, 70 percent
said they held· full-time jobs, and 15
percent said they were currently enrolled at a college or university.
. Both figures were the lowest
. among the eight public universities.
. Kentucky State University reported
the second-lowest rate of continuing
.college enrollment for its surveyed
graduates, but the highest rate of fulltime employment.
Larry Mehlbauer, U of L's planning
.and budget director, said the findings
were double-checked before they
were reported to the council. But, he
added, "I've just ~ot a gut feeling
something's wrong' with them. Mehfbauer's office compiles U of L's annual accountability report.
P.S. Raju of the U of L business faculty, who helped conduct U of L's
alumni survey, voiced confidence in
its accuracy.
,
· A total of 367 alumni - 37 percent
; of those surveyed - answered the
questions, and Raju said that's
·:enough to make it unlikely another
·survey .would yield different results.
When'. undergraduate alumni were
"last surveyed for the accountability
report, in 1994, ·they were contacted
·by telephone, and ·the response rate
was 52 percent, Mehlbauer said.
Response l'llles at the other schools
were similar, ranging from a low of
28 percent at. KSU to a high of 41.2
percent at UK.
But U of L economist Paul Coomes
·said the way the survey was present.ed by :U.of L may have caused a disproportionate number of unemployed
,alumni:t<Hlomplete it; Questions com:
,.posed·,by·a state accountability committeeJwen: appended to an eight•pa(le alumru 'survey conducted by the
uruversity relations office.
"If it's a long, tedious survey with
no reward for doin!1 it," busy people
with jobs ate less ltkely to fill it out,
Coomes said.
While each school, asked identical
questions in writing, Sugarman said,
it was left to them to decide how to
distribute them.
Raju noted that the full-time employment rate for graduate and undergraduate alumni combined - 78
percent on his survey - differed only
slightly from the 76 percent rate on a
similar survey in 1990.
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_ "EKU fi~ure is four-year average: 87% for associate degree at Morehead; NKU figure
Is for associate degree program: 93% for associate-degree program at WKU.
•·students must pass exam lo receive degree, so pass rate is always 100%.
"""NKU graduates' pass rate on the Ohio Bar Exam was 93%.
BY MARC NORTON, THE COURIER-JOURNAL

Mehlbauei and Ron Crouch, director of the Kentucky State Data Center, said U of L graduates' low reported rate of full-time employment might
relate to the unusual makeup of
U of L's student body, which includes
.. older.. or.retired students who might
,-not ~eek full-time employment.
.. Reported employment rates among
community-college graduates ranged
from 28 percent for the schools at
Prestonsburg; Ashland and Elizabethtown to 76 percent at Somerset There
.. was a similarly wide range among
community colleges in the rates of degree-related employment for alumni
with technical degrees .
Sugarman said both sorts of variance probably reflect local economic
conditions.
Prestonsburg Community College
President Deborah .Floyd said her
school is struggling to match its offerings to the job market in. the fivecounty are~ it serves. Based on research showing jobs in allied-health
fields, the college started training
dental hygienisis a year ago.
Floyd wants to start training occupational-therapy. assistants, laboratory ·technicians and physical-therapy
assistants as well. "But we just don't
have the start-up money, nor do we
have the space to implement those
programs," she said:,:'. · ·· ~ • . ·
. Prestonsburg alumni show unc~mmon · ,persistence · in0~bettering their
educations. The ·school reported that
84 percent of alumni surveyed were
still in col!ege·two·to·five years after
earning an associate degree.
That figure:is iops"for the 14-school
University of.. Kentucky ·Community
College Syst~D\· Floyd .said cooperation between her school and Morehead .,State. University,. which has
steadily ·expanded course offerings in
P~tonsburg, l!elps. account for her
graduates' college-(l6ing rate, '·
So does_frusfration,with the local
job market,she-saiil:S:Some who earn
!111 associate . degree ;return to her
school for.a,second.two,year degree
"because they can't get a job.,,
,Undergraduate alumni- of the universities and· •commiJnity·-colle1;es
gave their ' schools ·generally high
marks for overall. academic quality
aiiil 1nstructfon in ihefr. major fields.
University graduates gave less favorable ratings when asked whether
their schools prepared them well for
jobs or further education.

Graduating students were also surveyed, and many felt their high
schools had done a poor job at preparing them for college. Depending
on the school, 11s few as 60 percent or
as many as 80 percent of last year's
graduates•' gave · their high schools
good·or'eiicelleht•ratings. · ·
The accotiiltability reports indicate
college ·students benefit from remedial classes. Students who take remedial math or English typically do better
in entry-level courses in those subjects than students who receive no remediation:
··
More students take remedial math
than English, and U of L's remedial
math program - which served 1,300
students last semester - has an un~ually high success ·rate. Compared
with those of other universities, more
of its students pass their remedial
classes and far more of them enroll in
entry-level math, where six in IO of
them earn a grade of C or better.
Carol Atnip, U of L's coordinator of
developmental .. math, said her program's small classes and "nurturing"
approach help account for that record. Another factor, she said, is the
university's requirement that all students pass one college-level math
course and one other quantitative

course.

"Students -know from the -beginning that they have to get through
that,", and,.,her ·program's , advisors
push them to do so as quickly as possible, she said.
The accountability . reports show
many,_universities·-and the community-college sysiem
'falling short of
their goals for getting students to
graduate or at least stay in school. Sugarman said ·that's part bf a national
pattern.
., , .. · ·. · . .
More students' are continuing their
education past high school - an encouraging trend ....: but ''we're now
seeing the down side of that, in terms
'ofJ,olleges),admitting; large; number
'ofunderpreparec:t §tl!dents," ,he said.
This ~s-rejijfris~ the}ourth submittei:f under a .1992 law,' sliow many
s~ho~ls have not yet met goals they
set for tliemselves when the accountability process bejlan! Next year is the
deadline for their achievement, but
the law sets no penalty for schools
that fall short,
The council staff plans to enter the
accountability reports on the World
Wide Web. They are intended for legislators, students and parents to use
"for whatever purposes - from making budgets to making decisions
about where. to_go. to. school," .said
council spokeswoman Debbie McGuffey.
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Graduation rates
still too low, says ·
report on college~

=

_BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

LOUISVILLE - Thousands of
Kentucky· college students need remedial math courses, and only
slightly more than a third of fulltime students who entered in 1989
had graduated six years later.
On the plus side, though, most
students and recent graduates rated their instruction highly - although some of them questioned
whether their education had given
them necessary job skills.
Those were among some of the
highlights of the 1996 accountability reports,. which were officially released yesterday by the Council on
Higher Education.
The. reports, released annually,
were mandated by legislation
passed by the 1992 General Assembly.
On the whole, the issues spot-

""
lighted in the reports were pereri!iial concerns, rather than any n!:l',·
.
..
,..
fi ndmgs.
Among the report's conclusi~:
■ Systemwide, a total of 18,(jg5
students were enrolled in remed'ial
math courses. About 63 percent;;!
them were students at communlr.·
colleges. At universities, just unlli,60 percent of students passed rerjledial math with a C or better; tl)e
figure at community colleges viir,;
45 percent.
.
■ The council tracked what
happened with students woo
passed a remedial math course ~d
then went on to take an entry-level
niath class. !!'found that 55.9 Jie't·
cent of them passed the entry-le~
class at universities, slightly mgu,
than the rate for all students. Cqlj;·
mimity colleges found that twothirds of students who had t ~
renedial classes passed entry-level
fflath - considerably above the
~te for all takers of 52 percent
~' ■ Of full-time, degree-seeking
'students who enrolled at the universities in 1989, only 36.8 percent
systemwide had graduated by six
,years later. That rate ranged from
25.4 percent at Northern Kentucky
University to 48.1 percent at the
;University of Kentucky.
~
Only two of the eight state uni- then, it found that the rates ranged
;,.:ersities -Kentucky State Univer- from 38.3 percent to 57.9 percent.
sity and Western Kentucky UniverCouncil member Larry Hayes
ijitx;;-- met the goals set by the said he was concerned about severcouncil for graduation rates.
al issues in the reports.
;' ■ Because many communityBut he said he hoped the councollege students might transfer and cil would use the reports as a way
aon't intend to graduate from there, to focus its attention on certain istheU:progress was measured slight- sues.
ly differently. The council looked at
"I see it as a way to point to
.the number of students who had which issues we can take up," he
graduated, transferred or were still said. "This just shows us where the
enrolled after· three years. Even institutions are right now."
'

